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EDIT RIALLY SPEAKING
is rapidly fulfilling the prediction
things easy during the hot months of the
By HENRY M. NEELY
made some time ago in these pages. This
summer and to assume that, just because
prediction was that. with the development of
there is a smaller radio audience during the
hot months, it is not necessary to maintain a high standard. The
link broadcasting, an important event taking place anywhere in
plans made for this summer-plans which are probably already
the country would be made a local event everywhere in the
being fulfilled as you are reading this-show what a broadcasting
country.
station can do when it really determines not to relax for one
So rapidly is this becoming a fact that there is no longer
moment in its efforts to give the best.
any basis for the excuse so often heard -"I'm not going to buy
A special broadcasting feature of the summer season will
a radio set because I don't care anything about radio." The
be the sending out by radio of plays and musical dramas at the
possession of a radio set this winter will not mean that its
new open -air theatre in St. Louis County, to be opened July 6 by
owner is a radio fan. The price of the set and the installation
an association of public -spirited St. Louisans. This theatre is
will be repaid many times if the owner does nothing hut listen
built in a beautiful glade on the banks of the River des Peres,
in to four or five of the important events that are now so
just west of University City,
,.ommonly a part of our radio
a suburb of St. Louis. A
programs. In other words,
natural proscenium of forest
radio is ceasing to be radio
oaks makes a beautiful setand is becoming an integral
ting for the productions
part of the necessary posseswhich will be presented on
sions of any man or woman
the stage at this theatre. A
who wishes to he considered
ERE is a little story from which you may get an
background of other green intellectually up to date and
idea of how these things arc done:
ery with the little river in
abreast of the progress of
writers
for
A friend of mine is one of the feature
the distance, and an artificial
the principal events of the
radio on a Philadelphia newspaper. It falls to his lot
lagoon in front of the stage
country.
to receive and talk to the various manufacturers' agents
where the orchestra pit norThese reflections have
who call at the office to try to get the names of their
mally would be, will be
been caused by the receipt
products in print. In the course of a recent day the
other beauties of the setting.
from Station KSI) in St.
agent of a certain manufacturer called upon him and
The plans of the theatre,
Louis of a resume of the
They went out
became very friendly and confidential.
which is under the direction
three years of broadcasting
to lunch together and later that agent took my friend
of .ioseph Solari, a St. Louis
by that station. There are
home in his motorcar. As he slopped at my friend's
director, are to use the natfew stations anywhere that
door, he said:
ural scenic effects of the
can point to the very fine
"Well, now. let's have the thing definitely understage and to introduce as
record shown by this log or
stood.
We will pay you $500 in cash if you will
little in the way of artificial
who can claim to have mainspecify our products in your articles for ten consecutive
setting as possible.
tained so steadfastly such a
weeks.
The theatre was opened
high standard of general exMy
friend happened to have a fairly fluent and
with a performance of
cellence in programs. Here
picturesque vocabulary, picked up through his service
Sophocles' "Electra" with
is one Middle Western staas wireless operator at sea, and he drew a vivid and
Margaret Anglin in the printion which has reached the
of
the
agent's
what
thought
he
hectic picture of just
cipal role. The production
ideal of not only adequately
proposition.
W88 virtually the same as
reflecting its own vital com"Why," exclaimed the agent in surprise, "I don't
given in the Greek Theatre
munity life, but bringing to
That is the
see why you should take it that way.
in Berkeley, Calif, under the
its community, as well, the
arrangement we have with most of the New York radio
auspices of the University
reflections of the important
editors and with the editors in other cities. and I supof California, and is believed
phases of the life of the
posed, of course, it was a usual thing in Philadelphia."
to be the first occasion on
whole nation. Station KSD
which a Greek drama has
is local in body but national
been presented under any
and international in spirit.
auspices other than that of
It is such stations as this
an institution of learning. There were two weeks of "Electra,"
that are making radio so rapidly take its place as the most
and on Tuesday evening in each of these weeks KSD broadefficient tie that is binding all of the different sections of this
cast the performance. The music score for "Electra," which is
country into one closely knit and homogeneous people.
by Furst, was under the direction of William A. Parson,
The three years' record shown by the log of Station KSD is
orchestral director of the Garden Theatre, formerly orchestral
virtually a mirror of the history of the development of radio in
director of the Municipal Theatre in Forest Park, St. Louis.
the United States. The changes that have taken place. the
The second offering at the theatre will be the fairy opera
growth in importance of the various programs from year to
"Hansel and Gretel," by Humperdhnck, with a cast composed of
year, the evidence of a continued mighty endeavor even in the
members of the Metropolitan and Chicago Opera companies, with
beginning to put on the air just as high -grade programs as it
the minor parts taken by local artists. Following this will be
was possible to get at the time-all of these things are typical
three weeks of a fashion pageant, a spectacle usually given in the
of the twoscore or more stations that have really become
Municipal Theatre at Forest Park, and the season will close with
national figures in the broadcasting field. Nor is this station
two weeks of a review especially arranged
(Continued on Page 2t,
showing any sign of yielding to the natural impulse to take
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IT is no accident that more Eveready Radio
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than any other radio battery made.
Such complete and voluntary endorsement can lead to but one conclusion
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You will find that they deliver a steady.
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LAST month, in disis, those that survived
cussing the McCulduring the life test
lough AC tube, I promwas much greater than
ised our readers a frank
the UV199. We placed
report of our own tests
five of these tubes on
of this new device. I said at that time that
life test. One of them broke in the hands
By HENRY M. NEEI.Y
the tubes had not been tried for a sufficient
of the operator under virtually no strain
period to enable us to draw conclusions, simply said, "these tubes have about the whatever-merely the twist necessary to
but that I would give the results of these saine amplification as IIV199 with only take it out of the socket. Another one
tests, whether they were favorable or un- about half the life." Our own tests did not went west apparently for no reason at all,
hear this report out. We found the ampli- as you will note by reading the report of
favorable.
We have not been satisfied to confine
fication of the McCullough tube was greater our laboratory which follows.
the test to our own laboratory, but secured than the UV199 though not nearly so great
I dislike making unfavorable comments
the co-operation of two other very fully as the standard UV201A tube, but we found about radio apparatus and seldom do so
equipped laboratories to make independent that the life of the McCullough tube -that unless there is some specific cause which
tests and to send us their
makes it necessary. Orfindings. Thus we now
dinarily, we merely re_
_have the unprejudiced
fuse to carry the adverreports of three laboratising of material which
Volume IV
CONTENTS FOR AUGUST, 1925
No. 3
tories and I am presentdoes not meet our reCover Deiogn -Bar! K. Bergey
ing the results here for
quirements, but in the
PAGE
be
may
whatever they
case of the McCullough
Editorially Speaking Henry M. Neely
3
worth.
tube, I feel that our readThe A. C. Tube- -Henry M. Neely
6
My own opinion is
ers are entitled to a very
Graham McNamee-Gorda M. Goldman.
6
summarized in the statefrank and full report of
The
Shriner's
Radio
Marathon
-H.
W.
Bergman
8
believe
not
ment that I do
the investigation. This
"What Do Women Want in Radio ? "-- Elizabeth Holism Bolin
12
the McCullough tube is
is due to the fact that
the answer to the AC
Making a Yardstick to Measure Quality- -R. S. McBride.
14
the tube has been widely
problem nor anywhere
advertised, and many of
Radio the Beautiful --As It Should he in the Home Guida M. Goldman
16
These
answer.
near the
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mated in their letters
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loudthat they thought we
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speaker
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Gakam 2vfr N amee
When the last feature has been announced and the day and night's
work is finished, Graham McNamee
goes to his own home, where he is
compiling a book dealing with experiences "Before the Microphone."
The picture shows him going over the
daily notes with Mrs. McNamee
hoto by United

By
GOLDA M.
GOLDMAN

SOMEHOW
or other it
is impossible to
separate t h e
voice of Graham
McNamee f r o m
the impressions of
radio announcing.
Not that a talk
with him suggests
in any way the
formalities of his
work in the Audio,

for me to come
in ; on the con-

trary, she goes
more than any
other human be-

ing I ever saw!
She keeps herself
tired out and on the
jump all the time, but
just the same she knows
everything I do and
keeps a careful eye on
We had some pic-

but you become so
accustomed to

me.

smooth and easy
delivery
coming

know where they are.
When she comes in
she'll be able to find
them for you.

hearing
in

that

tures

taken together
recently, but I don't

his

friendly

tone from
loud- speaker
even after a
with him,

your

Oh, yes, I remember
I am supposed to
be talking about myself. Well, it seems

that
visit
your
memory instinctively feels that
you have heard it
all through your
r a d i o receiving
set. Last week I
w a s

that

fortunate

enough to spend
a delightful afternoon at the McNamee home, and when I
left I decided to write the story in the form
of the usual interview. It simply refused
to be written in that way, however. My
typewriter insisted upon transcribing my
impressions just as though it were copying
the 'words as they carne from my loulspeaker and this is about the way they
sounded:
GOOD morning, ladies and gentlemen !
If you really want to know anything

about me I wish you would wait until my
wife comes home. She knows where everything is. She has a great big scrapbook
with everything in it.
You know, my wife is a singer, a lyric
soprano, and she is around the corner
singing just now. No. indeed, she doesn't
spend her time just sitting home waiting

funny the impression
people have about me.
They think I am
an old newspaper
man, or s o m e
kind of a sportsman. and I never
wrote a word in
my life, and while sports
were my hobby, about all
I did was play a little amateur baseball and hockey.
What I was before I
went into radio was a concert singer, and
I sang in churches as baritone soloist.
I was horn in Washington, D. C., and spent
my younger life in St. Paul, where I
started my professional singing. Then I
came to New York to study, and from 1912
to 1923 did nothing but concert and church
work. The way I first got into radio is

August, 1925
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really funny. I happened to be on a jury
away downtown and
during recess one day
I thought I'd like to
see what the inside of
a radio station looked
like. WEAF proved
so

interesting that the

first thing I knew I
was working t h e r e
temporarily. That
was in May. 1923.
Of course. singers
are not very busy during the summer
months and this was

just to be temporary

work for three hours
I
the evening.

in

hadn't been doing
anything much. so that
most of my time was
being spent in tearing
up the sod of golf
courses, and this looked like an interesting
way to fill up my tirnH.
About s I x months

later the temporary

connection was made
permanent.
T h e Greb -Wilson
middleweight championship scrap came
along just then. There
didn't seem to be any
one to cover it. so they
sent me. I went and
visited the boxers at
their training camps
and wrote stories on
them which I read
over the air on the two
nights preceding the
bout and then broadcast the bout itself.
That just seemed to
get me started on the
sport stuff. Shortly
after this the World
Series of 1923 came
along; some one else
did the first three
games and then I took
the microphone and
finished the series.
Last year's World
Series I just fell into
by a sort of inheriThat 1924
tance.
series, by the way,
b r o.0 g h t out some
amusing qualities of
the listeners -in. They
say baseball has be-

Graham McNamee-His voice has been heard by more pe0407e.4
than the voice of any other man in the history of the world
Photograph

come so commercialized and is
done on so big a scale that people
aren't interested in it the way
they were. But if you could have
seen some of the rabid letters I
got, each accusing me of favoring the other side, you would
not think the enthusiasm was
dead.
Then I did the big college
football games -all the games
of the big three, Yale, Harvard
and Princeton, and the Navy Army game-eleven altogether.

Au

Foto Topics, Inc.

The biggest job of all has been the political work. for I seem to have gone right
through the whole national political cycle.
This started with the first Coolidge message
to the Sixty- eighth Congress. Then came
the Repuhlican Convention in Cleveland,
then the Democratic Convention in New
York, the acceptances of Davis. Coolidge
and Dawes, and the election returns. That
night I stayed with a microphone from 7
to l :30. Last of all came the inauguration
speech.
For two years now I have done practically all the sporting
rontlnu.d on Po« 261
1
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Shriners' Radio Marathon

By

The main antenna and the
tower of the Los Angeles
Times radio station, KHJ.

H. W. BERGMAN

ONE

hundred and
hours of
continuous
broad.
cast! Nine thousand
minutes! Nearly two
thousand five hundred people in front
of the microphone,
presenting seventeen
hundred odd separate selections.
And this without
a single break in the
continuity except for
a thunderstorm that
put the entire city's
lighting system out
for a period of nineteen minutes and, of
course, during this
period, the generators that were driving the transmitter stopped. The lofty antenna, with its masts of steel, was struck
six times by lightning during the storm, but
when the electric service resumed its function, the motor generator again turned over
and the carrier was back on the air.
This was the record made at KHJ, the
Times station, in Los Angeles, Calif.
Once during an intermission the carrier
was taken off while a new 250 -watt oscillator tube was put into the transmitter,
taking the place of one that had gone west.

Angeles during
the week beginning June 1. It
was done for the
purpose of holding open house
for the visiting
Shriners, to permit them to come
up to the Times
radio studio, at
any time, day or

night and

to

broadcast greetings to their
friends at home
or to other members of the order,
who, by reason of

But this only took thirty -six seconds and
the listener was not even aware of the
change. The longest delay between selections or between shifting from one remote
control point to another was less than two
minutes.
This marathon, as "Uncle John"
Daggett called it, was not put on as a stunt,
but was engineered and planned for the
prime purpose of honoring the Ancient
Arabic Order, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine,
who held their fifty -first conclave in Los

sickness were unable to attend the
conclave.
And the Shriners certainly took advantage of the opportunity. At all hours, the
studio, the visitors gallery and the roof of
the Times Building, from which the large
bands broadcast, was polka -dotted with the
red fezzes of Shrinedom.
The station was officially put on the air
by the Imperial

at

Potentate "Jim" Chandler,

7 o'clock P. M., June 1, and remained on the air continuously until 12:22
A. M. Monday, June 8, when Carl Buratti
played "taps" on his cornet. and the poten-
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The Marathon Boosted Radio Sales on the Pacific Coast
ACCOMPANYING this article, Mr. Bergman sent us
a letter which gave an interesting side -light on
radio conditions along the West Coast. He writes:
"The Marathon has created quite a furore among
the radio fraternity here and I believe that it is a forerunner of many wonderful things to come. The radio
dealers here considered it in the light of a godsend.
Business had slumped almost to zero in spite of an attempt to revive it by holding a portable radio show. That
is, the instruments on display were portable. not the
show. But it didn't help much. The thing that keeps
radio alive is broadcast, and the only way to re-create
interest is by injecting novelty into the otherwise 'run
o' the mine' entertainment that is presented.
"Competition among the different broadcasters here
is very keen; sometimes it is murderous. Two religious
tiometer on the speech input was slowly
moved downward until the last notes
faded out, and with them
the station faded from the
air after one hundred and
fifty hours and two minutes
of operation. The unofficial
opening was at 6 P. M.,
June 1, when Bob Harper,
the night operator announced Jack Cronshaw's
Orchestra playing by remote control from Leigh ton's Arcade Cafeteria.
Many will wonder how
it was possible to provide
talent for such a long program, particularly those
who read the "doom" of
broadcast, unless there is
some way of making the
listener pay for it. Strange
as it may seem, KHJ did
not pay one cent for talent
and still was able to put on
such artists as the Phil harmony Orchestra, t h e
Woodwind Quartette from
the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra; Chico De
Verde and his string ensemble; Claire Mellonino,
concert pianist ; Frances
Gabrielle, soprano; Melba
French Barr, contralto;
Joseph Heindle, 'cellist, and
many other artists comparable with the best in the
country.
This splendid assemblage of talent was made
possible by an arrangement which we believe was
originated at the Times
station -that of presenting
"patron" programs. Any
one who wishes to put on
a program over KHJ may
do so if, in the judgment of
the management, it reaches
a certain definite standard.
The station furnishes the
radio personnel without
charge to the patron and
the patron reimburses the
artists for their time. The
ly
advertising t h a t
enters into this presentation, is the occasional mention of the name of the
:ompany or organization,

o n

organizations had a fight via radio a few months back.
Suffice to say, both lost.

"There are at present almost as many broadcasters
operating here as there are in New York or Chicago.
KFI is now unofficially radiating about 2200 watts, KJS
is putting out close to 1000 watts. KHJ, KNX, KFWB,
KFSG are rated at 500 watts, but their antenna amperage
runs all the way from 31/2 to thirteen amps.
"Warner Brothers have a novelty in the broadcast
line. The only motion- picture studio that supports a
broadcasting station.
"The Pacific Coast is as much interested in distance
reception as the East Coast, but we have difficulties to
overcome that are not appreciated by the eastern fan.
Summer static is not as bad here as in the east because
of the absence of heavy thunderstorms. In fact, lightning
arresters are conspicuous by their absence."

Helen Pirie, "Queen Titania of Fairy-

land." KHJ.

that is sponsoring the program. One particular company, the Los Angeles Soap

Company, by the way,
spent more than $1500 during the marathon, presenting one program every day
during the run. This program began at 6 A. M., and
every penny of that money
was paid out to the artists
employed. About 60 per
cent of the time of the
marathon was occupied by
"paid programs" and the
balance by Shrine organizations or programs presented through the courtesy
of the artists themselves.
Another question
may enter the mind of the
reader is who would listen
to broadcast at 8 or 4 or 5
o'clock in the morning?
Well, the answer is that
many did.
During the
early morning hours when
Paul Adams, of the
Orpheus Quartet, would sit
down at the piano and the
regular studio gang would
assemble around him and
sing old- fashioned songs,
telephone and telegraph requests without number
would come rolling in. In
fact, many reports remarked that one of the
most enjoyable features of
this marathon was the informality and good fellowship that pervaded these
early -morning broadcasts.
The idea of running
this marathon came one
Sunday morning when
"Uncle John" got up from
his bed at home and came
down to the studio. The
midnight to early morning
broadcast of the "Lost Angels of K H J" was in progress and they were running
a bit longer in response to
a letter from a Mr. Scott
in Tasman -Nelson, of New
Zealand. The station had
been on the air for over ten

that

:

hours and the orchestra
had just played "Three
o'Clock in the Morning."
Every one was trying to

10
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Below is "Uncle John" Daggett, the presiding
genius of Kit), and to the left he is shown
with some of the radio kiddies presented dur-

figure out what time it was in New Zealand and could not reconcile themselves
to a statement that had been made,
"That it was then eleven P. M.,
Monday night at Mr. Scott's Island."
"Uncle John" came in and
asked, "What are you folks
trying to do-run a Marathon? Here KFI is trying to
reach Australia, and you
folks are trying to reach New
Zealand!!"
Later, after the station
had signed off, he remarked
with studied casualness, "How
would it be to run a real radio
Marathon during Shrine week?
Open up when they arrive and
stay on the air until they leave."
The possibilities were argued,
pro and con; it looked like a monumental stunt to keep the carrier on the
air that long; what about the batteries
on the speech input lines? They wouldn't
last that long. Well, get another set to run
while the first was charging; put in
switches to parallel the batteries; put one
set on before the other set was taken off.
Would the generator stand up that long

ing the children's hour

without heating? Put fans on to cool it;
put fans on the inductance coils to keep
them from getting hot; put fans on
the operator, etc., etc.
"It can be done !" was the
spirit, and it was done. Operating shifts were arranged, announcing shifts and
programs. That
last word

should

(Left)

Mr. O. G.
Pinie, better known
the
"Sandman"
as

during

children's
hour
(Below) Major and
his orchestra t hat
presented se ye r al
noontime programs
during the radio
marathon

have been "PROGRAMME!" because when
it was made up it was about six feet long,
closely typewritten. The sponsors included
The Los Angeles Soap Company, The Pacific States Electric Company, the Martin
Music Company, the Western Auto Supply
Company, the Music Trades Association,
The Hollywood Yale Corporation, The
Piggly Wiggly Stores and other organizations that held the microphone all the way
from one-half hour to six hours.
The Times has three remotei control
stations, and at the Biltmore Hotel three
microphones were in use, one in the main
ballroom, one in the music room and one
in the dining room. The first Methodist
Church has four "mikes." Leighton's Arcade Cafeteria has one, while the "Main"
studio of KW employs three microphones.
That makes a total of eleven microphones
that were in use.
The rouf of the Times building has another building set upon it and in this the
studio is located. The balance of the roof
is used to broadcast bands, and it was here
that the large Shrine bands, such as the
Aleppo Temple Band, of Boston, of one
hundred and thirty -eight men, assembled
for broadcast.
Twenty -one Shrine hands appeared before the microphone at KHJ during the
week. The personnel of these bands numbered 1225 men and they played 126 selections. They ran all the way from the
Hillah Temple Drum Corps, of Klamath
Falls, Wash., numbering ten men and
"Cap" Ellis' gang from Medinah Temple,
Chicago, who had only three instruments
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statistics it might be apt to say that there
were:
694 Vocalists
186
17

giving 636 selections
Instrumentalists "
210
"
Orchestras

"

21 Bands
36 Pianists
14

Hawaiian Orehs. "

88

Speakers and
Readers

"

388

"

125
106
110

"

"

146

"

26R

men.

1225

"

44

"

making a grand total of 2441 persons who
appeared before the microphone and giving
a total of 1720 selections, making an average of five minutes and fourteen seconds
for each selection. This is exclusive of
announcements, news items or weather reports and time signals that were given
regularly. During the course of the broadcast a gong was sounded each hour, and the
time of the day was indicated as well
the number of hours a'ready run and the
number of hours to go on the Marathon,
Among the dance orchestras that were
broadcasting were Art Hickman's Victor
Recording Orchestra,
Major and His Rendezvous Orchestra, the Orange Blossom Girls. the
Majestic Six, White's
Californians, Ory's Creole Orchestra, Owen
F'allon's Californians

u

in their hand (a bass horn,
a bass drum and a trombone,

and the Ben Ali Orchestra from Sacramento.
rendition of
Th e
comic opera selections
and classics was given
by the following orchestras: The Biltmore
Concert Orchestra, directed by Edward Fitz-

the rest of the instruments
being kazoos), to the nationally famous bands, such as
the Medinah Temple Band,
the Tehama Temple Band, of
Hastings, Neb., that is often
heard over "Kay Eft* Kay Ex,
at Hastings, Nebraaasska";
the Aleppo Band, of Boston,
and the 160th Infantry Band,
of Los Angeles. With so many
hands available, the operating
force of KHJ were able to develop a technique of instrument placing and "pick -up"
that would otherwise take a
year to obtain.
While on the subject of

patrick; the Miniature
Phllharmony S y m phonic Orchestra, di-

rected by Andre MacQuarre the Philharmonic Wind Quintette,
;

I('o,dlwu..l

At the top of the page is
the "main" studio of the
Times broadcasting station, KHJ. Circle-The
Orange Blossom
girls.
Right -Mr. E. K. (East
cake) Barnes, announcer
and assistant studio manager. Left -Jose Arias.
whose Mexican singers

and dancers, with their
music and dancing and
even synthetic bull

fights, enlivened
the early morning
hours during the

radia marathon.
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Logging the stations at San Antonio.
Mrs. C. E. Schoff, of San Antonio,
listens to WOA1 or to distant stations
from Southern Texas

IS

probably safe

to

say

that

E izaheth Hallam Bohn has reIT ceived
more letters from women

radio fans than any one in the game
at the p '-esent lime.
All during last winter, Miss Bohn
broadcast the rice recipes which were
given during the hour's concert by the
Astor Coffee O:chestru through WEAF'
and its link of broadcasting stations.
14'hen l was in Miss Bohn's office in
n ^t long ago, I noticed a
huge parking hnx filled with letters. I
asked Miss Bohn what those letters
were.

New York

"Oh,"

she replied,

"those are my

radio friends.

They are the women
who have written me about my talks
by radio and who have told me the most
wonderful thins about their own reaction to radio to general."
"Gond," 1 replied. "those letters contain exactly the information which we
in the radio business want. What do
women want in radio! Those letters
arc the answer."
It was from this visit that the idea
1 hope that
of this article originated
Mus Rohn will give us further in forman .n regarding the wealth of data
that is included in that packing box full
of letters from wonuen fans. H. M. f1'.

ELIZABETH
HALLAM BOHN
By

Whale
"WTHAT

V

do Women Want in Radio T

do women want in radio programs ?"

Man, captain of all industry, and master
of the world, has always considered
woman's wants a complex and incomprehensible maze, in which he invariably found
himself lust, even when he most strived
to please her. In momenta of chagrin, he
has been known to wail (with greater wisdom than he realized), that "All women
are alike!" The woman who has been
asked to answer this question is confident
of that.
The time was (it has now passed),
when women's life was composed of little
more than a span of days and years spent
in following with patient exactness the
round of mundane duties which fell to her
lot. However willingly she chained herself to her little sphere of washing and
baking and mending and cleaning -however scrupulously she carried out her monotonous household program from her
young -bride days to the rocking -chair
period of life, however brightly she was
surrounded by the reflected glory of her
children's 'achievements-she lacked one
essential element that is the heritage of all
women, that puts brightness in their eyes,
a lilt in their voices, and confidence in their
hearts--that something that can best he
summed up in the word -"variety."
The most casual glance over the pages
of history offers testimony to the fact that
not only women who were the reigning favorites of the day, but those who attained
the most enviable distinction in cultural

accomnlishmenty, were those whose means
and position allowed of much varied activity, association with the distinguished
figures of the day, changes of scene, and
social gayety.
The American woman of several generations ago, however high she stands
among the world's women as a figure of
nobility, was none the happier for her marrow, sheltered life.
The opposite extreme to which these
commercial days have swung us may have
its drawbacks, and authorities may maintain that we are undermining our health

T!/E average home woman spends
from one-half to three -fourths of
her day within her four walls, and
with a radio set to keep her company
she can become, by radio, the very

image of Solomon's ideal wife, except
that she need not rise so early to
"set her house in order."
Home -makers all over the country
are eagerly drinking in every bit of
worth-while information the great
radio stations have to offer, and 1 am
willing to wager that very few cakes
have fallen and still fewer stale
socks gone unmended because of
their new devotion to the game of
listening in.

by keeping late hours so as to hear every

program on the air, but that opportunities
for varied entertainment are legion, none
can deny. And to no one is this new order
opening more mental doors than to the
woman in the home.
It is safe to say that only a very small
number of present -day home -makers have
enjoyed expensive and thorough training in
scientific home- making in women's colleges
before taking up their life jobs as wives
and mothers. But that doesn't mean, in
this progressive age, that they don't want
to know all that can be read and heard on
the subject of saving precious Linie and
energy in their daily work.
The average home woman spends from
one -half to three- fourths of her day within
her four walls, and with a radio set to keep
her company, she can learn how to market
shrewdly, re- decorate the house, make her
new dress in the accepted mode, master
the most complicated electrical appliances,
preserve her youthful figure (or reconstruct it if necessary), plant her garden,
brush up on her French. make candy with
professional finish, keep her husband company on his week -end round of golf, feed
the children correctly balanced meals and
become, by radio, the very image of Solomon's ideal wife, except that she need not
rise so early to "set her house in order."
In answering the question "What do
women want in radio programs ?" we
must remember the cross -section of any
radio- owning community would include
ladies of comparative leisure, the comfort-
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Radio in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. C. S. Dickens, at
Beaumont, Texas. Mr.
Dickens is an official of the
Magnolia Petroleum Company at Beaumont, which
operates station KFDM.
The set is a Freshman
with a Magnavox loud -

speaker
are unknown or extravagant.
Women can never have
enough of fashion talks
--all my letters sound this
note-but they want them
intelligible, informative
and inclusive, carrying
workable ideas rather
than the frills of the latest Paris importation.
The feminine interest
in the more violent forms

well -to-do, and the hard- working
mother of many. The fact that a woman
of exceptional musical training begs to be
relieved of listening to jazz by no means
proves that popular music may not bring
a twinkle of pleasure to the tired eyes of

ably

a woman ten blocks away.
truths do hold, according to

But a few
the mass of
mail which lies before me.
I only wish it were possible to quote
from the many letters which have touched
and amused me- weighing one from a
country town, expressing gratitude for an
inspiring concert, against a plaintive request for assistance from a semi- invalid
who was looking forward with the joy of
a child to her first shopping trip in six
months, under doctor's orders not to become over tired, on pain of returning to her
sickbed. You can fancy what it meant to
discover, through a talk on the air. that
a former associate in war work, whose
home was far distant, was lying ill in a
New York hospital, whiling away painful
hours by listening in.
Home -makers all over the country are
eagerly drinking in every bit of worth-

while information the great radio stations
have to offer, and 1 am willing to wager
that very few cakes have fallen and still
fewer male socks gone unmended because
of their new devotion to the game of listening in.
Having for a period of time accepted
without question everything that came over
the air, a nice discrimination has begun
to show itself among women. Their letters
offer intelligent, constructive criticism, as
well as praise where it is due. They have
reached the stage where they object to
platitudes and long -winded dissertations.

They want live, human, concise talks- -not
too long -on practical matters of home
interest. Recipes and menu suggestions are
always welcome, providing they are sanely
arranged. with proper consideration for
the types of home in which they will be
eagerly scribbled down, to be tried out
later with elaborate care. It is so thoughtless to broadcast suggestions calling for
ingredients or quantities, which to the
average family or suburban home -maker

THEIR letters offer intelligent,
constructive criticism, as well as
praise where it is due. They have
reached the stave where they object
to platitude's and long- winded dissertations. They want live, human, concise talks-not too long-on practical
matters of hone interest. Recipes
and menu suggestions are always
welcome, providing they are sanely
arranged, with proper consideration
for the types of home in which they
trill he eagerly scribbled down.
Women can never have enough of
fashion talks
my letters sound
this note--but they want them intel-'
ligible, informative, and inclusive,
carrying workable ideas rather than
the frills of the latest Paris importation.
The feminine interest in the more
violent forms of modern music is distinctly on the wane, and an unanimous desire is expressed of late for
the dear old songs.

all

of modern music is distinctly on the wane, and
a unanimous desire is expressed of late for the
dear old songs which have
grown up with Americans
for generations. Wide
approval has been accorded to the songs of other
nations, a n d following
such programs come
floods of letters from
foreign -born in e n and
women, many in quaint
a n d laborious English,
touching in their gratitude for the airs of home.
The popular hours for listening-in naturally vary according to the pursuits of
the radio enthusiast. But it is safe to say
that the average home -maker enjoys tucking in an hour with the radio between 11
and 12 in the morning, and late in the
afternoon, before the approach of the
dinner hour calls her into the kitchen
again. For that matter, many women have
proudly written me that through the
thoughtfulness of their men -folk they are
able to hear all the air offers while the
lowly potato is peeled and the baking is

superintended.
Of course, the universal love of sharing
brings together all the family, young and
old, with their tasks over for the day, in
the evening, when from after -dinner -time
to midnight the radio is next to impossible
to leave.

A very happy medium it proves,

drawing relatives and neighbors around it
in common enjoyment of its delights.
As many a man will probably testify,
women are having their say in the purchase of the radio set to as great degree
as they influence the choice of a motorcar,
nowadays. And the lady of the house is to
be thanked for the rapid improvement of
the outward appearance of the radio set,
from its original jumble of wires and batteries.. to the dignified, ornamental pieces
which are now to be found everywhere, as
fine adjuncts as the piano and Victrola have
been in days past.
Moreover, as the spiritual guide of the
family, and the reigning spirit of the home,
the woman is finding-, thanks to the radio,
helpful short -cuts in the fine art of homemaking, nèw outlooks, a broadened horizon
-having light thrown on the path which
leads to contented family life-what everywoman wants.
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When the market offers us
such beautiful radio sets as
this, it is only fitting that we
should insist that the quality
of the reproduction be equal to
the quality of this work-maxship. It is for this end that
the Bureau of Standards is
working and to assure the
owners of such sets that all of
the parts which go into them
will be up to a high standard
of engineering
The photograph shows the
Royal Sixteen- -the latest addition to the Kennedy line

By
K. S. McBftIDE
tP..6lneton Co.-respondent of
n.dIo In Ih. Homo)

the hook -up of an old one
sufficiently to necessitate
a new "log" of the stations. To serve this particular purpose of "cali-

TN THE outskirts of
L Washington, D. C.,
there is an institution
which might truly be
called the Supreme Court
of science and technology.
As a matter of fact it is
known as the National
Bureau of Standards-. It
was organized in 1901

for the fundamental purpose of the "development.
construction, custody and
maintenance of reference
and working standards
and their intercomparison, improvement and application in science, engineering, industry a n d
commerce."
This is rather an imposing definition of reespecially
sponsibility,
when one realizes that
standards of measurement are only one of
many kinds of scientific
and technical standards
which the Bureau must
consider.
Two of the types of

standards investigated by

brating" a set, which will
assist in finding new stations on the dial, the
Bureau suggests using the
stations which have been
found to be almost invariably exactly upon their
assigned wave lengths.
These stations are. in
order of increasing wave
lengths, KDKA. WBZ,

WGY,

Making a "Yardstick:

to Measure Quali

the Bureau which concern radio and
the broadcast listener are "standards
of practice" and "standards of performance." Standards of practice relate, for
example, to matters of how an agency serving the public shall organize its work to
give safe, efficient and adequate service to
the public. Standards of performance relate to devices and machines, such as radio
receiving sets, tubes, batteries, ear -phones,
etc., for which definite requirements can
be set up as a measure of service value to
the user.
But no one should get the idea that the
Bureau of Standards has either the desire
or the authority to set up definite rules
and regulations which all must obey. There
is no such idea or intention involved in
Bureau work. The purpose is rather to
discover the facts and to serve in co- operation with industry in making available the
best possible service and the best possible
equipment.
In an earlier article the work which has
been done by the Bureau in establishing
standards of frequency for the guidance of
broadcasting stations has been considered

at length. That work is rapidly leading to
a much better understanding of radiofrequency measurements and the maintenance of the proper wave length at each
broadcasting station. It is also gradually
eliminating the very serious practical difficulty of the listener -in who has been unable hitherto to unscramble the assortment
of broadcast waves served up for him by
the numerous broadcasting stations.
The listener -in does not really care
what is the particular standard of frequency at any one broadcasting station or
how it is measured. But he is very anxious
that each standard be such that there is
not any interference between the station
which he wishes to receive and others
simultaneously sending out entertainment
and information. After that is arranged,
the question of frequency standards does
not come into the living room or study
except, perhaps, for the single purpose of
calibrating the tuning dial on the receiving set.

For this latter purpose, Mr. Average
Man really needs the services of the Bureau
whenever he buys a new set or changes

WSB,

WRC.

WCAP and WWJ. The
Bureau believes that any
one checking a set with
these stations can count
upon finding all others
very easily at the appropriate interval between
the known points. Thus,
when the evening paper
announces a program at
some distant station that
is of particular interest,
it is very easy to estimate
within one or two tuning
dial divisions where that
station will be found when it comes on the
air. And, too, the game of "fishing" for
distance is much simplified, for at least the
fisher knows about where to drop his hook
in order to catch the desired variety of fish.
This matter of frequency standards,
although exceedingly important, is perhaps
the simplest of all the standardization
problems in radio. The most important
standard of all for the broadcast listener,
and the most difficult to define, is the
standard of performance of the receiving
set and its several accessories.
The listener desires to get absolutely
undistorted reproduction of the material
which is being broadcast. He wants to
get the desired program without any confusion or disturbance by other material.
And he wishes to get this up to any desired
intensity, that is, loudness, without any
Mtray rattles or snarls or sputters.
In defining these desires for the radio
set of perfect performance, one is describing an ideal, not any available machine.
The definition is, in fact, much like the description of the ideal automobile which
will never bump or
(COpIIpM on r'.se :n)
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Factories of this Company are in quantity production of
the new Jewett Receiver. Deliveries have begun.
These facts are supremely significant. For this new Jewett
constitutes beyond question, the longest recent forward step
toward perfect Radio Reception.

II

In fundamentals, and in details, the Jewett is emphatically
new.
Its tuning element is new.
Its method of audio amplification is new.

Its beauty of line and finish is new and distinctive.

N

Originality that can come only from genius -young, untrammeled, triumphant -such will be your confident verdict.

Make no Radio investment until you have seen this new
Jewett and listened to the marvel of its performance
I

The Jewett will

be marketed in a beautiful cabinet of the new Clairmount Mahogany, at a price
far below any receiver of comparable performance.

1

"THERE
In Canada:
Jewett Radio- Phonographs, Ltd
Walkerville, Ont.

JEWETT RADIO
5682

116

Export Sales Offices:
Broad St., New York City

IS NO

TELEGRAPH ROAD

&

SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST"

PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Factories: Allegan, Michigan-Pontiac, Michigan

The Jewett Receiver
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By GOLDA M. GOLDMAN
RADIO as a pastime for mechanically
inclined men and boys has been removed from the drawing room to the
cellar. Gone are those happy days of only
a brief year or two ago when one might
with comfort, nay with pride, litter up all

the available tables, desks, chairs and
bookshelves with spare parts.
The building of enormous eight -tube
sets is no longer considered an adequate
reason for turning a house upside-down.
Since the experimental stage is fairly a
thing of the past, it is already considered
safe to buy an expensive set of one make
or another. Just as the horn of the old
fashioned talking machine disappeared
much after the manner of an outgrown
tail of a prehistoric monster once evolution had decreased its utility, so aro
-

various radio set accessories disappearing,
inclosed in a cabinet so attractive as to
be a decoration of the highest order.
So far radio has not worked out for
itself a set final form after the manner of
all other musical instruments. The harp,
the piano, the Victrola developed a recognizable standard shape early in their
history. In fact, the Victor Company
went so far as to patent the shape of the
Victrola, standardizing it until a very recent flair for a more artistic article produced a Victrola masquerading as a console table; the radio, that great romance
of the age. refuses to be tied down by tradition or shape. This great force is
reaching out and clothing itself in the
shape of works of art handed down
through many ages. It is only one of the

The photograph above shows a cabinet of the
affair. It is lacquered and decorated with gol
English gilt, glazed. It is by Wm. Baumgart,
To the left is a radio cabinet of the early six
walnut with delicately inlaid panels. Design
Aeolic

To the

right is a cabinet of the Queen Anne
and executed by

W.

and J.

1

uf/u.cl, l9;?.
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Be in the Home
many qualities of this phenomenon that hut today it contains no "dry as dust"
it can so adapt itself. It seems probable documents, no material for romance. unthat the next year or so will give the world less it be that most modern of all
a new game to rival the interest taken in romances, for as you open its front panel
cross-word puzzles. The game will be you will have at your command the voices
"Find the Radio," for many and varied of all the world.
are the disguises under which it fibs into
Or will you look at this massive piece

the well -planned home of today.
Let us look, for instance, at this beautiful cabinet in the left corner; this is an
excellent example of the work of the early
sixteenth century Italian period. It is
developed in Italian walnut, with delicately inlaid panels, and was designed and
executed by H. F. Huber & Co. of New
York. It is a copy of a piece which may
have stood in the beautiful room of some
Italian nobleman of long ago. and it may
have housed "papers of dark intrigue,"

;eorgian period, which is a most geargeous
The base is hand -carved and finished in
., Inc., and is offered by the Aeolian Company
century, Italian period, developed in Italian
executed by H. F. Huber & Co. for the
many

enriched with comino wood burr. Designea
for the Aeolian Company

of the early Georgian period (in the
center). Here is a cabinet finished in
green -blue lacquer, decorted with gold leaf
and beautiful etched gold hinges. The
heavy base is hand -carved and finished in
English gold -gilt glaze. It was designed by
Wm. Baumgarten & Co., Inc., and it houses
not only a radio, but also a Victrola.
You may be interested in this cabinet
of the Queen Anne period (in the right
corner), which is of walnut, enriched with
comino wood burr,
(C.ntl.ned on Page s.,
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ONE

Majestic Roll
of the

Mighty Organ
Mighty tones fruto the
depths of the noblest of

do

instruments

musical

not tax the

resources of

Accu- Lyric.
rately designed for faultRauland

amplification. this in-

less

faithfully trans-

strument

mits all organ tones -from
those of the piccolo stop

down even to the lowest
of the open diapason. This
accomplishment

new

radio

reception

in
has

brought to Rauland-Lyric
the

unstinted

praise

of

celebrated musk critics.

of the greatest

Flewelling Super
Het Converter
handi-

our friend
that
caps
"Radio" has been called upon
to overcome is the one caused
by an over- supply of broad-

Most of the
casting stations.
radio receivers now in general
the
use were designed to receive
transmission from a comparativelya
few stations that worked within to
limited wave band, say from 300
l'nder such conditions
500 meters.
the receivers were quite satisfactory
but we are now facing a greatly different situation and our
are fast becoming a very inadequate
means of reception.
Let us consider for a moment just
rewhat the conditions are that theupon
ceiver of today may be called
to meet.
First, we have 500 to GOO broadcasting stations in our own country,
in
then we have half as many more
foreign countries. The waves upon
which these 900 to 1000 broadcasting
stations transmit cover a tremenoriginal
dously larger band than our
pioneer stativns did, and may run
or
meters
3000
to
from 20 meters
more.
Again, where we had one or two
broadcasting, stations in our local
city, now we may have. as in the
case of New York or Chicago, twenty
with
to thirty stations sharing time
each other perhaps, but succeeding
so well in keeping continuous broadcasting in the air that we are forced
to ask them "please" to have at least
one silent night in order that we
might prove to ourselves that there
actually are other stations, with per-

ri

more interest. broadcasting
from more distant points.
So well is the local sir filled with
broadcasting in more than one location today that a large percentage
(undoubtedly thousands) of receivers
will be practically useless for any
kind of reception this coming winter because of their inability to
haps

The
tune out ugiwanted 'stations.
receivers that we are using today,
lacking in the required
besides
ability to select various stations to
the exclusion of all others, are
capable of tuning in only such
transmitters as operate on waves between 250 to 550 meters. All other
stations, foreign or domestic, are impossible to them. Another lack
in our receivers is their general
inability to operate from a loop
antenna: or, given an out -ofdoor antenna, to bring in the
more distant stations success-

fully.

t

Rauland Lyric
labontorr grade udin tranforrner designed epeot.uy
lay musk 'oven. The price
IS nine dollar. Descriptive

Ircular with mpl,fict Ion
sur . will be mailed on r
quest
All Amerlcn Radio
Lorporation- 4201 Delmont
Ave..

Chig.,

-AM. ER /cqA'
TRANSFORMER
rho

C n.,.ce

N

Hred Mune C.,t,u
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If we admit these faults in
the general run of our receivers, and it is not easy to do
otherwise, then we are ready to
consider ways and means of
We
helping the situation.
might help the interference
part of our problem by legislating against the establishing of
any more broadcasting stations,
but this does not seem to meet

with universal approval so that
we will probably attempt to
help this part of the case by
some such constructive control
or co- operative guidance as that
proposed by Mr. Neely.
Mr.
Neely sees the good that night
be accomplished for radio were
it to be guided by means similar
to our other great public utilities (that really is what radio
has come to), and placed in the

By E. T. FLEWELLING
A..erat. Editor, .'Radi. 1

the Moms'

remember,

we

considered

the

application of the superheterodyne principal to all receivers

in general use and wondered
what could be done about it.
To apply the superheterodyne
principal to present receivers
hands of a Public Service Commission successfully means that it roust be
made up of men nationally known to done with a minimum amount of
he working for the best interests of
trouble.
There must he no change
the art. Sonic such step may wisely
necessary in the present receiver, no
However, additional batteries, no cutting of
be taken at this time.
legislation, guidance or control
cabinets, change of wiring or other
are powerless to make our present
requirements that might be ubjecreceivers more selective. so that for tionable. So that the question was,
"Can it he done?"
most of us the greatest help will have
Inquiry showed that it had been
to come through better receivers.
Let us stop now and draw a pretty tried in several cases and had proven
picture of what we would require in unsuccessful, hut fortunately the
reason fur the lack of success was
an ideal receiver, for if we know what
the ideal receiver is tier, we shall also also made quite apparent at the same
know whether or not such a receiver time. In one cane it was necessary
to couple the coils in the set to those
is within our reach.
The ideal radio receiver of today of the heterodyne and this meant
holes in the cabinet or change of coil
should be able to tune over practically
In the majuiity of cases
the entire wave -length hand of radio- location.
the trouble seemed to be that nothing
phone transmitting, say from 20 to
3000 meters. of if not such a large could he heard hut squeals and
which
whistles,
meant that the derange then it should at least he capable of an approximation of it. The tector tube was oscillating when it
receiver should be so selective and should not.
In the superheterodyne we have
sharp in its tuning that it is only
broad enough to bring in the entire first a detector tube, then an oscillator
musical range; that we can hear the tube; both tubes are coupled together
desired station, no more nor no less. and the output passed on to the final
Again our ideal receiver should be receiver where it may again be amcapable of doing its bit on a loop plified. You will note that this calls
antenna if called upon to do so. Out- for your present receiver plus andoor antennas are becoming nuisances other two-tube receiver. Or, if we use
to more than one landlord and there's the so- called second harmonic principal, we may combine both detection
no telling when he might become a
bit peeved and order them all oft his and oscillation in one tube, passing
on the output to nur set and saving
roof.
Certainly. then, all of this consti- une tube.
Now saving one tube in the ease of
tutes a rather large order. It could
easily be accomplished were we all ;:i tubes is not so important as it
to junk our present receivers, but we was when tubes cost $6, and we found
that the use of the second harmonic
need not do such a thing if we consider the line of thought in our last principle to save a tube was a grave
month's article. Last month, you may error because the detector part of the
circuit seemed bound to oscillate
when it shouldn't. There can be no
denying that the second harmonic
principle can be made to operate successfully, but also it is wise to admit
that its use is most certainly not to

PART TWO

-all

be recommended to the novice unless
the circuit be much better developed,

therefore passed over this
application until later and went to
and we

work on several two -tube detector
and oscillator sets that were to
be used in front of or before
various typical receiving sets
in our attempt to offer a means
of making every receiver a
superheterodyne.
Our first requirement called
for a detector circuit and an

oscillator circuit that could be
tuned to most any wave that is
likely to be used for broadcast-

ing. Immediately we were forced
to admit that tapping coils for
different waves was a very poor
way to solve the problem, because at the shorter waves the
losses due to dead -end effects
and hysteresis in the unused
section of the coils became prohibitive.
This made it desirable that interchangeable coils
be used, and as the old -fashioned
honeycomb coil was impossible,
we used our own low-loss coils
mounted on headphone cord
tips and plugged into Carter
imp jacks. This gave low -loss

construction throughout he detector and oscillator Circuits,
en . ,.led

a

change

from 2000
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meters to 20 meters to be made readily
or to tune in any wave between these
extremes.
Having made it possible to cover
any wave that might be desired, our
next problem was to make the outfit
operate as a detector -oscillator and
pass the beat note or output on to a
Not
neutrodyne or other receiver.
it worked the very first
so hard.
time with the output coil coupled to
the first coil in the neutrodyne set.
but almost immediately it stopped
working and offered instead a fine assortment of squeals, etc., even as the
other sets that I referred to had done.
This action indicated that the detector tube had decided to copy the
oscillator tube and oscillate also; I
speak of this action particularly because it is a point well worth remembering in handling a circuit of
this kind. Squeals and howls mean
an oscillating detector and knowing

this, one can confine his efforts at
clearing the trouble to this point.
Finally getting the major parts of

the problem solved and putting the
outfit into operation we began to borrow neighborhood sets in order to see
if we could improve on them by using
OUT outfit with :hem.
The writer's location In Highland
Park, Illinois. cluse to Chicago, Zion,
Elgin and next door to WHT at Deerfield is a particularly trying location
aside Ì:on1 the interference problem
which you can see from the above de
scription is bound to be an aggavatEven the best receivers
ing one.
seem unable to bring in distant stations with any consistency al our
house, and these things make it difficult to judge the performance of a
Because of this, the good old
set.
summer time, etc., we decided to go
off on a camping trip with the car and
our new detector-oscillator outfit
hitched to the front end of a common
five -tube tuned radio -frequency reWe spent the first part of
ceiver.
our trip in the central part of Michigan, camping out in the open on the
side of a friendly hill or beside some
lake or pond where we had been as
cured "they were big and plentiful."
Working with radio out in the open
count under the stars, with evening dew, hot suns and rainy days will
soon show one why portable sets do
not always do as they are expected to
do. Our combination receiver refused
absolutely to do a thing for me, and
I was asked quite pointedly once or
twice what was doing on the radio
before I began to practice what I
have preached. I held the five -tube
set in the heat of our gasoline stove
and in this way dried out the coils
sufficiently to allow the receiver to
operate. From then on we listened to
most anything that was on the air,
using either a thirty -foot wire strung
between two apple trees or a roughly
made loop and on damp evenings
drying out the sets as they needed it.
Most of the reception was on the
loud -speaker and in the quiet of a
country evening was audible a mile or
One eveso away across the lake.
ning for a little less than two hours I
logged stations as fast as I could
find them on the two tuning dials
just to assure myself that the reThe result
ceiver would reach out.
was very satisfactory- for Central
Michigan in June, a grand total of
twenty-five stations was logged and
this included Los Angeles, New Orleans and New York; in fact, the
entire country seemed to be at our
finger tips.
Now I have said that in Highland
Park we tried the detector -oscillator
on various neighbors' receivers. The
results that we secured were practically the same as those in Michigan.
At a point where interference is ordinarily' w great as to make a set practically useless for long-distance work,
or, out in the open country away
from a broadcasting center, the re-

suits were about the sanie, i. e., we
were able to pick out stations almost
at will and this without a trace of
interference. As a matter of interest

lator dial completely obliterates a

THE WORLD'S BEST SOCKET

station.

In my article last month I spoke
of the need of three dials to tune a
neutrodyne or tuned radio frequency
receiver. Really one has need for
more than three because rheostats,
potentiometers. etc., must generally
be adjusted for the hest reception as
stations operating on different waves
are tuned in. Our present plan of
placing a detector and oscillator system ahead of such receivers allows
us to set the receivers at the point
where they operate the best and once
set to make no further adjustment.
This allows for maximum and very
Stahl. action from our receiver and
at the saine time lets us confine all
our efforts to just the two dials on
the detector -oscillator set. No potentiometer or other balancing device is
nt all necessary or desirable, and it is
hard to think of any more simple
arrangement for reception.
Right here is a good place to speak
of the greatest difficulty found in
handling the set. The outfit tunes
so sharply that about the best thing
that one can do is to pass right over
stations without knowing it. The
settings of the two dials should be
lugged for the various stations, and
once this is done no further trouble

incorporating Newly Adopted A. M.

lustrated).

The B -T Torostyle Transformer
The mechanical perfection of this
new B -'I' Product is a delightful
surprise:
_But its electrical superiority is the
thing on which we stake the B-T reputation for never having put out a product that wasn't a success.
Send for descriptive circulars.

Learn the Latest in Radio
Read the B -T Booklet, "BETTER
TUNING." The 8th edition is now
ready. Outlines the coming radio season. Published bi- monthly. Send lOc
for a copy or 50c for a year's subscription.

ture use. Our outfit can tune in
practically any wave that we wish it
to, is not in the least troubled by interference, and we can, if we desire,
operate our set from a loop or any
other type of antenna.
All of these things are accomplished with our present receiver,
plus the detector -oscillator set, and
without cutting or making the slightest change in our receiver as it is.
We use the same batteries as at present. and it is only necessary to run
one single wire from the output binding post on the detector- oscillator to
the antenna binding post on our receiver. Certainly it would be difficult
to work out a more simple or valu-

this

article

before

to work with radio tubes operating
in an oscillating condition have
learned that they are about as cantankerous as anything could be unless
definite precautions are taken to keep
them in their places. We found that
the construction or layout of the detector-oscillator was of the utmost
importance because it is necessary to
operate two tubes side by side in as
compact an arrangement as possible.
The detector tube must not oscillate under any condition and the

other tube must oscillate continuously at a wave comparatively close
to that under which the detector tube
is operating.
The solution of such problems is
quite readily found in how the outfit
is laid out or constructed, and I feel
well merits space in our next issue,
where I shall endeavor to give a full
and complete description of the set
and how to construct it..

Chicago, Ill.

532 S. Canal St.

Riga Prevents Trouble

Riga Battery
Cables, $ 1.00

In working out this scheme the
writer was greatly impressed with
the value of one or two things that
proved to be important enough to
close.
Those of us who have had occasion

The R- T.r..tyle
T rawl.wwa

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO.

able outfit.

in

Examine this socket and
you'll use no other.
See your dealer, he should
have a stock by the time
this announcement appears.

Patenta Pending

be had from this source and we
are ready to enjoy must of the advantages of a super -heterodyne without going to the expense of junking
our present set and purchasing a
new one.
To review our article; we have
then a means. in the use of this detector-oscillator set, of converting
our prevent receiver into one that is
entirely controlled by two dials. and
the settings of these dials for various
stations can easily be logged for fu-

a

E. S. Standards

Interior view from bottom
showing n e w suspension
method of self cleaning, side
contact, low capacity, direct
connected, elastic, phosphorbronze spring assembly.
(Universal details not il-
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bringing it
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the set tunes so sharply that a movement of 1 -32 of an inch of the oscil-
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of a Series Describing Counterflex Circuits for

Experimenters

KENNETH
HARKNESS
A.arlata

\./

c.1

T.dltor, Radio In IM How.

THE two previous articles of this
series were devoted to circuits
using the reflex principle. This
month I show how the Counterflex
method of controlling self-oscillation
can be applied to straight radio-frequency amplifying circuits in which
the reflex principle is not employed.
Fig. 16 depicts the connections of
tuned radio-frequency amplifying
A
receiver in which se f-nseillation is
controlled by the Counterflex method.
The hook-up follows standard practice
with the exception of the condensers
Cl and C3. These condensers are
inserted to control self -oscillation and
perform exactly the same functions
as the two similar capacities in the
standard Counterflex circuit. If Fig.
.15 is compared with Fig. 1 of this
series, published in the June issue, it
will be evident that the circuit of
Fig. 15 is, in effect, the standard
Counterflex circuit of Fig. 1 with the
It is the
reflex feature removed.
Counterflex minus the "flex!" The
so far as
identical
are
two circuits
the method of controlling self-oscillation is concerned When reflex is
used the secondary of the reflex audiotransformer is connected across the
capacity C3 of Fig. 15. The capacity
171 is connected exactly as shown in
both circuits.
In the second article of this series
I briefly explained the principals of
this method of checking oscillation,
but a somewhat Huller explanation
will probably be of assistance to those
who arc experimenting with these
circuits.
In common with some other
methods, the Counterflex utilizes the
principle of the Wheatstone bridge.

Figure

This circuit will form the basis nj Mr. Harkness' article next month
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This principle can he understood by
referring to the diagram of Fig. 16A,
which illustrates the connections of a
simple resistance bridge. P, Q, R
and S are resistances and form the
arms of the bridge. G is a galvanometer, the needle of which is deflected if current passes through the
meter. A battery is connected as indicated.
Now. if the values of the resistances
P, Q, R and S are adjusted so that
the ratio between R and S is the same
as the ratio between P and Q, no current flows through the galvanometer
G. This is the fundamental principle
of the Wheatstone bridge. When P
is to Q as R is to S no current flows
through the galvanometer. Current
passes through the resistances, but
the portion of the circuit in which the
galvanometer is connected is isolated,
so to speak, from the remainder of
the circuit. When the arms of the
bridge are adjused to produce this
effect the bridge is said to be
balanced.
The Wheatstone bridge, in many
different forms, is used for measurement purposes in the laboratory. For
instance, If we want to measure the
resistance of some device we connect
the unknown resistance so that it
forms branch R of the bridge. The
value of the resistance S is then
varied until the bridge is balanced,
no current passing through G when
an e. m. f. is applied. When this condition of balance is secured the ratio
between the unknown resistance R
and the measuring resistance S must
be the same as the ratio between Y
and Q, Since P, Q and S are known
quantities we can easily determine
the value of R.
equals
Since
Q

A-

C+
4W

Figure 18

0
C-

Then R equals S x
This simple example of the use of
the Wheatstone bridge as a measuring instrument has no direct bearing
on the subject of this article, but I
mention it to help the reader to understand the principle underlying the
bridge itself.
Another form of Wheataton bridge
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in Fig. 16B.
in place of
resistances, all four arms of this
bridge are capacities.
in this case
the bridge is balanced when the
values of the capacities are such that
the ratio of Cl to C2 is the same as
the ratio of C3 to C4.
if an alternating e. m. f. is applied tu this
balanced bridge across the points indicated in the diagram, no current is
registered by the meter A.
Now refer to Fig. 17A which represents the circuits of the radio -frequency amplifying tube of the receiver illustrated in Fig. 15. Incoming :ignuls oscillations are tuned ln
is shown

in the grid circuit L2 C2, when oscillating e. m. f. is impressed across the
in
plate and filament by the coil
other words, feed -back from the plate
to the grin' cireiit through the plate oeid ^an' -'tv of the tube, can be com-

L.

pletely eliminated.
To bal,nce th-. bridge it is only
neecrenrr' to adjust th^ canarity of
'l'his condenser is called the
Cl.
counteracting capacity of Cl. This
condenser is called the counteracting
capacity or counterdon because the
oscillating e. m f. which it feeds
hack fr ^tn the plate to the grid drcuit is directly opposed to the r, att-
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The Crosley Musicone
startling
looks and
speakers.
ing
a

improvement in
tone over loudAlready replacthousands

$i7so
Add 1or4 West of
Rocky Mountains

In camp or home. this remarkable development of radio reproduction will greatly increase your delight in radio.
a new idea. It diffuses the sound. Upon hearing it for
the first time one is at loss to locate the source of the music.
its perfection of reproduction is uncannily real

It is

Its price. like all Crosley products. is very low because of the
half million production plans under which it is being built.
Hear it at all Crosley dealers now.
resonance by the L2C2 circuit and
impressed across the grid and filament of the r. f. amplifying tube,
through the capacity C3.
Similar
and amplified oscillations arc set up
across the coil L3 in the plate circuit, this coil being the primary of
the interstage r, f. transformer. Cl
N a small variable capacity, and self
oscillation can be easily and effectively started or stopped by varying
the capacity of this condenser

ing e. m. f. fed back by the pluttgrid rapacity Cpg.
This method of controlling self oscillation possesses some very important advantages.
in the first
place, it permits the use of efficient
Interstage r. f. transformers, which
is more than can he said

many other systems.

for

Crosley otcnn and operates station WLW, Cincinnati, the
first remotely controlled super-power broadcasting station.

Crosley manufactures receiving sets which are licensed under
Armstrong f1. S. Patent No. 1,113,149, and priced from $14.50

without accessories.

to 165,

The Crosley Radio Corporation

a good

Pou'el Crosley, Jr., President
860 Sassafras Street. Cincinnati

By an efficient

transformer I mean a transformer
whose primary has a high self- inductance (large number of turn.), and is

BetterwCosts Less
Announcing the New

BIRNBACH
LOW -LOSS TUNER
'l'he reason for this will be under stcod by referring to Fig. 17B. This
is exactly the same circuit as 17A.
The units are merely rearranged to
demonstrate more clearly that the capacities Cl and C3 combined with
the plate -grid capacity (Cpg) and the
grid -filament capacity (Cgf) of the
tube to form the arms of an all-capacity Wheatstone bridge of the type
illustrated in Fig. 16R. The grid
oscillatory circuit I.2C2 occupies the
same position in this bridge as the
meter A. The plate circuit is connected across the same points of the
bridge as the source of alternating
I. m. f. in Fig. 1611.
Now. just as the bridge of Fig.
1611 can be balanced to prevent current from flowing through the meter
A, the capacity bridge of Fig. 17 can
similarly be balanced to prevent current oscillations from being produced

J -12,

possible to construct a radio-frequency
amplifier with such inefficient transformers that it does not oscillate at

I.

generated.

Another important advantage of
controlling oscillation by means of
this balanced capacity bridge lies in
the fact that the balance is only
slightly affected by changes in frequency. The amplification is fairly
I

e'netinned on Page in)

NOT only absorbs external and
loud - speaker vibrations, but
also provides direct contact with
binding
tube terminals without
posts, either with above- or below panel wiring. No spacers needed.

I

/

Contact is positive. Signals increase
in strerigth and clearness. Write
Alden Manufacturing Co., Dept.

closely coupled to the secondary t
produce high amplification per stage
It must be remembered that it is

all. There are, in fact, many receivers
of this type on the market today, but
the amplification per stage is very
poor. particularly of the high -wave
lengths. To obtain good amplification
it is absolutely necessary to use efficient transformers and then employ
some means of controlling the continuous oscillation which are bound to
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Notes/ro1',z the Lab al
STERLING HOME TUBE
TESTER-The Sterling Manufacturing Company, 2931 -53 Prospect
avenue, Cleveland, O.
In the July. 1924, issue of this
magazine a tube tester was described
that is used in the Lab at 3XP. This
tester is a rather elaborate one for
he average person to own on account of the number of meters involved. Sterling has come out with
a simple device that may be used
in conjunction with the receiving set

acc unt of the stator being stamped
as one solid plate, the chances for
losses are lessened. A template is
furnished for drilling the panel.

WORLD
100- AMP. -H R.
STORAGE
BATTERY -World Storage
Battery Company, Chicago, Ill.
Three World batteries have been
undergoing wicked punishment on
our test :able for over a month.
They have been in use on the life
test f r tubes. In this teat tubes
are run continuously until
they are absolutely worn
out.
The batteries have
been under an amp and

Station 3XP

at less than the manufacturer's
specifications the charger gave 3 -16
amp. and charged two run -crown R
batteries with nu trouble at all.
B. M. S. JACKS -Brooklyn Metal
Stamping Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The label on the jack states that
it is "designed for easy soldering.
The lugs
are so spaced

half drain until discharged.
They were then charged and
put

OH

the line. Any bat-

tery that will give the service these are giving Is
worth buying.

No. 210 PILOT LIGHT
SWITCH -Yaxley
Manufacturing Company, 217
North Desplaines street,
Chicago, Ill.
We have been using an
ordinary porcelain socket
and miniature bulb on the
front of our permanently
installed receivers at the

laboratory so that a last

The .Strfing Ilome Tube Tester

itself without the necessity for a
supply of meters of various aorta
and does not require the use of
any technical knowledge to operate.
A scale attached to the bottom of
the tester given a direct reading.
Curves are drawn of all tubes at our
Lab before they are used. The rating of the Sterling Tester agreed
closely with the curves we had
taken and also with their actual
performance in a set. A tester of
this sort should be a good investment for the owners of multi -tube
sets as it will quickly show if the
unsatisfactory operation of a set is
due to the tubes.
U.

S.

TOOL

CONDENSER;

RATED CAPACITY .00035 mfd. -11.
S. Tool
Company, Inc., Newark,
N. J.
Measurements of this condenser
were made at radio frequencies and
the value of the condenser for the
high reading checked as .00035 mfd.,
which was the rating given it by the
manufacturer.
The condenser has
spec ally shaped plates which give a
straight line curve of the capacity
plotted against dial settings.
On

glance around in the morning before we leave will
show whether any sets
have been left on or not.
Now Yaxley goes us one
better and produces a
switch that has a pilot
light on it to show when
the filament current is on. A small
glass bezel is fitted into the panel
With such
in front of the bulb.
a convenient device so easily installed there is no longer any excuse
for letting
your
battery run down
hy
forgetting t o
turn the set off if
the station signs off
while you are out of
the room. The light
tells.

17

C. Toni

('nmpnny's Condenser

that they are always assessihle. The
lug tips are cupped for additional

convenience." The label telle the
tenth.
The lack ens'.ers nicely
the problem of the beginner as to

how he is to hold a wire, a piece of
solder and a soldering iron and yet
solder with only two hands.
A
terrible job was performed with the
soldering iron and flux applied liberally in the hopes of ruining the jacks,
but we did not succeed. They stood
all our ahuse.

JEWETT MICRO -DIALS

The ,S-1sO0 Schickerling Tube

equipped with a stop for the rotor
the movement of the plates may he
checked at zero and one hundred by
means of the lugs and a small pin.

- Jewett

-

S -1600 SCHICKERLING TUBE
Schickerling Prod u c t s Corporation,

Newark, N. J.
The S -1600 tube
both a detector
is
and amplifier

Pattern

Six

of these tubes have
been on life test for

that covers
under ordinary conditions six months
of use. These tubes
are still standing
up well and show
no signs of giving
out. The tube draws .16 amp. at
volta.

135- Jewell Voltmeter

-

GOSILCO AERIAL AND HOOKUP WIRE American Luminous
Products Company, Huntington Park,
Calif.
The instructions received with this
wire requested that we use solder

a period

.

5

APCO B BATTERY CHARGERManufacturing
Company,
Providence, R I.
The member of the staff to whom
this charger was given for test has
had a decided opposition to vibrating
chargers due to nome unfortunate
experiences with one in his early
radio days. This Apeo charger, however, did not reverse current, stick,
discharge with the current off or do
any of the terrible things he predicted for it. Adjustment is simple
and the charger is self -polarizing.
The instructions called for a 200 watt lamp, but all that the shelf dis .-losed was one 150- watter. Working
A p e o

The

No. 210 1'arley Pilot Light Switch

The World

IOO -Amp.

Hour Storage
"A" Battery

Radio and Phonograph Company,
Pontiac, Mich.
The Micro -Dial is easily mounted
by means of a single screw that engages the shaft. Three cork fingers
grip the panel with sufficient force
to hold the main dial while the vernier is in use, but do not prevent
the use of the large dial for rapid
changes of tuning. The ratio of the
two dials is one turn of the vernier
dial to four degrees of the large
dial. A small lug is provided on the
hack so that if the condenser is not

Ward- Leonard I'itroAm
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VARIOHM mentioned on Page
f' LECTRAT)
made by Eleetiad, Ire., 428-30 Broadway. New

SO,

of July, 1925, tx
York. and not by

the manufacturer slated. I regret that a mistake of this kind occurred
and hope that no one was seriously inconvenienced by it. Will both
Eketrad, inc. and the Electrical Research Laboratories please pardon
me for the error?

sparingly, and only in a
couple of places, instead of
covering the joint with solder
as is customary.
We didn't
believe it, so we tried it, and
the solder not only stuck, but
held the two pieces in spite
of a very bungling job of
soldering. The Lab staff has
a mean disposition.
It tries
to make prevaricators of the
manufacturers' advertising
men, and in some cases succeeds. In this ease we didn't
The ware makes a neat job
when used tor hooking up a
set.

JEWELL VOLTMETER,
PATTERN 135, 0 -5 VOLTS,

-

D. C
Jewell Electrical Instrument Company. Chicago,

III.
The arrival of this little
panel -mounting voltmeter at

-

Vernon, N. Y.

The Vitrnhm is a tapped
resistance intended to replace
light bulbs in
chargers ti vary the charging rate.
The resistance
rating checked within
per
cent. There are four possible rates of current by varying the tap connections. We
were able to vary the charging rate nn two 45-volt B

battery
1

amp., 3 -32 amp. atld 1 -16
amp.
After twenty -four
hours' use in charging the
unit showed no signs of undue heat, and could be han
died without any discomfort
to the hands. It had maintained its charging rate to
the end of the test period.

Cleveland. O.
The Stewed B flattery was received
at the laboratory on February 15. To
date it has been charged twice. Part
of that time it has been in use as
a B battery.
Since its second charging it has been in use on the tithe
tester as a C battery, so that the
voltage could be used by means .of a
center tap to give from plus ten to
minus ten volts.
This Is no great
drain so far as ita current consumption le concerned, but it at least
shows that the battery is able to hold
its charge.

The Apeo "B"
Battery Charger

particular
set should have it. Sn
far it has escaped
which

confinement,
can

see

as

from

,ewd,aio..,7 l 'fa
Grclo l Fen Fe(terr.
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at you
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Price $49.50

batteries placed in series
with a Tungar bulb rectifier
as follows: 5 32 amp.,

-

to

Build this phenomenal
ne radio in 45 minutes

WARD- LEONARD VITROIIM
Ward - Leonard
Electric Company, Mount

dXP brought forth many
B. M. s. Jack
suggestions as to the best
place to use it. Several sets
that had gotten along beautifully
STORAD B BATTERY
The
without one Immediately needed it, Cleveland Engineering
Laboratories,
and many reasons were advanced as
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This new type kit is factory assembled. Ready cut, flexible,
solderless leads make it ridiculously easy to wire. Amazing
new inductance principle brings results hardly thought
possible. Send for book, Better Radio Reception.
011' anyone atu build the finest of
receivers in only few minutes. No.
N
more wire bending or soldering. Merely
a

attach

a

kw

ready cut. flexible ryelettrd

leads and the job is done. The finished
set is unsurpassed even by the costliest

factory -built receiver.

But most amazing is the new inductance principle incorporated in this last
word in kits --called the Erla Circloid

principle of amplification.

Four vital imptovements result from
this great discovery, which are not found
úl urdinaey acts.
1.

Greater Distance: Erla *Balloon

Circloids have no external held. consequently do not affect adjacent coils or
wiring circuits. This enables concentration of proportionately higher amplification in each stage, with materially increased sensitivity and range.
2. More Volarme: Increased radio Ire quen,y anipliti,atin, made possible by
Erla Balloon Circloids_gives concert volume to distant signals inaudibre ViTh
receivers of conventional type.
3. Iacrewed Selectivity: Erla Balloon
Circloids have no pick -up quality of their
own. Heine only signals flowing in the
antenna circuit are amplified. Static is
greatly reduced for this reason.
Dead
Dealers
fv..
l..rf,.+,A.,.
v, .,.,L64 r. silt
eal

you
the

as

ciclaw

Writefor far information on kit -also book
Sec how 45 minutes of fun well gist- you
the newest and most near )y perfected set
known to radio science. Easy as A B C

to finish. Examine it at any Erla dealer's,
or send the coupon for full information.
illustrations and diagrams free. Also ask
for remarkable new book. "Better Radin
Reception." describing the sensational
new Circloid principle. Enclose IOc for
mailing and postage un book.
RI.F.eTRTCAl. RESEARCH LARORATORIER
2531 Cottage Grove Ave., Cblc.tu

n.

Wore

a...,._.

Rt.rrTSTrAT, RESEARCH
LADOR ATORIr_..
.sal Costae (trove Ave..

_CGi 55o, U. 8. A.
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ationRend
ne ko

O kneln..

10c

outrage far
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photograph. It won't
remain free long. It
is an extremely neat
and compact inatrament that will improve the panel of
any set and that will
prolong the life of

tubes by allowing you
to put only five volts
on the filaments, because the scale doesn't

4. I+rproved Tome Quality: The selfenclosed field of Erta Balloon Circloids
eliminates stray feed backs between coils
and consequently dors away with mushing of signals and distoritou. Tune is
crystal clear and perfectly lifelike.
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Well Suited for Reflex
atitc

RUBICON trnstormer. are giving remarkable
lion In all circuits whir. tub. do double duty. Types
C and D. ) Yx and 5 to I
ratios. work well In roller
either with tuned coupling or with our Type R
fired R F tr1.,.,,,er. assn for straight audio. How.
we
ever. for the latter
particularly recommend Duplex
PuhPull for
pure, full ton.c

tge

it

The

go any higher.

Send fer Ire. 1.1141..
"The Inside Story" tell. just what transformer
for any specific purpose.

Storad 'B"
Battery
Audio rep.. C and
Radio ryes a..
Duplex, per pair

to use

The RUBICON CO.

D
.

a s 00

29 N. 6th St.

Philadelphi

Mail this Coupon for Illustrated Book
YIN il-S5
Kenneth Harkness Radio Curportion,
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.
?'lease send me a copy of your illustrated booklet describing the
commercial model of the new. simplified 3 -tube Harkness CounterIles receiver with detailed building instructions and step -by -step
wiring diagrams. I enclose 25 cents to cover cost of handling and

mailing.
Name

Front and rear views of the Jewett Micro -Dials
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finally two chests superimposed and
which was really the forerunner of
the early Georgian lacquer piece, we
have a particularly good form for the
radio, but it is not necessary to have
anything so massive as this. In fact,
the 'lowboy' will do equally well if the
room is more limited in space."
Of course, not every one can afford custom -made articles of the
type considered in this article, and,
of course. for those provision is made
in the form of more conservatively
designed things, such as the one
shown here and offered by the Aeolian
Company as a substitute for the more
expensive articles. This is an attractive Queen Anne of the "highboy"
type, with a fret to admit of the sound
passage. Many cabinets of this class
are to be found within reach of the
general pocketbook, and it is possible
to select colorings, size and style consistent with the simpler borne furnishings.

S

BQmínator

After using the B- Liminator
for six months in place of
batteries, the technical
radio editor of the Newark
Sunday Call wrote this:
B

"About three months ago

The A. C. Tube
(fntlnaed From roar

reported to you that a B -I .iminator under test since the first
week of January was still go-

tubes which gave such curves as
these and we are unable to make a
satisfactory explanation of the phenomena.
The curves cart best be explained
by merely reprinting the report made

ing fine.

"f beg to submit another report of the same B -t iminator
and same rectifier tube, which
is still working without any
trouble whatsoever. This is
just about six months' service
for the device, and what is remarkable is the fact that in
all this time not one adjustment has been made to the
B- Liminator nor a tube
changed. The device has been
in nightly operation for at
two or three hours each evening.

"In all this time

1 have forgotten about dry or wet cell B
batteries...

ALBERT E. SONN,
Radio Technical Editor,
Newark Sunday Call.

B- Liminators operate from
any 110 volt, 60 cycle, A. C.
house current. Price, $35,
with special tube. Then there
are B- Liminator Kits which
you assemble yourself. Price,
$20, with tube.

We will be glad to send folders from users, telling how the
B- Liminator operates on all
kinds of sets.

TIM M O N S
RADIO PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

:. ER.ANTÖWN

PHILADELPHIA
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from time to time. I am publishing
the diagrams in the hope that sonic
one who understands tubes better
than I do can tell me what it all
means.
We have never seen radio

I

Mr. G. P. Allen, chief of our
laboratory staff at Station 3XP, and
it follows here just as he handed it
W me by

to me

Results in Operation

These tubes do not perform well in
set using radio- frequency.
The
volume is poor and hum is heard. The
hunt is also noticeable in a reflex set.
In a small set consisting of a regenerative detector and one stage of
a

This is a sample of the more conservative cabinets
designed by the Aeolian Company. It is an attractive Queen Anne design of the "highboy" type

Radio the Beautiful-As
It Should Be in the Home
(Coatlnued From Poor 14)

with belts of rosewood. It

furniture in order to fill

has the finish of an exquisite piece of satin and

a

will gleam against the

wall of your ronm like a
beautiful lady in a shimmering gown.
Here, indeed, in the

provision for this new
form of entertainment, is
a place where you may

work out your individuality and keep your radio in
harmony with your furnishing scheme.
There are many things which will
enable you to decide just what type
of article you desire. You may he
confined by your scheme of interior
decoration which calls for an article
of a certain period. It may be that
the wood scheme of your house could
not he broken in upon; the richness
of your library may demand a subdued and seasoned piece of walnut or
oak; or the heavy hangings of your
drawing room may cry out for a
single splash of brilliant color, that
can be furnished only by a Chinese

who has
The person
lacquer.
spent much time in Europe will probably come home interested in the old
French and Italian masterpieces;
while the habitue of Palm Beach and
St. Augustine will return desiring
something in the Spanish type, like
that shown here. After the style of
design has been decided upon the
question of size must be considered
and, "Here again," says Mr. Dents,
designer for Huber, "radio shows its
elasticity. There is no one size
cabinet to which radio must be confined. If you desire a large piece of

given space. you may
have a piece the size of
the aforementioned article which stands 36 x
36
inches high, and
which might house not
only the radio itself but
a great variety of other
things as shown by the
interior view. Here we
have:
Loud -speaker
of the radio set;
Phonograph;

A-

B-

-A

desk
C -Radio receiving set; D
drawer; E -Space for radio batteries;

F -Space for phonograph record al-

bums."

antique wood
cabinet with statuettes copied from
original Spanish works, and the whole
thing compact and set in every detail
while maintaining an artistic point
of view. Some of this interior space
in the large cabinets may be used for
a desk or for honk shelves.
It must nut be thought that this
wide berth which radio's adaptability
We

have

here

an

gives to the designer allows for the

laxity of artistic treatment.

Mr.
Zaiser says, "Radio in its swaddling
clothes was a collection of parts; the
question was how to house and assemble them. The horn, for instance, had
to strike the room at a certain level,
space had to be provided for the placing of dry and wet batteries; but once
these things are taken into consideration, it is then possible for the artist
consistently to design the type of
thing liked. This is, of course, only
possible after intelligent study of
period furniture. In the 'old highboy'
or 'chest on chest,' which was orig-

audio- frequency amplification very
satisfactory results were obtained
for
a short
time. The hum was not
noticeable even on ear phones, but
as
the test continued, the hum became
more arid more pronounced, until
finally it could be heard on the loudspeaker.
Very careful tests were
made to be sure that this ham was
not caused by other apparatus in the
laboratory. All chargers were shut
off and longer leads were placed
on
the tube transformer to be sure that
the hum was not coming from it. The
volume from the two -tube set was very
satisfactory, and the set not at all
unpleasant until the hum appeared.
The tubes are still burning and able
to bring in reception on the loudspeaker from local stations at the
end of 41l hours.

-

Report on McCullough AC Tubes
Procedure
The
GearhartSchlueter quadraformer set which
uses transformer coupling for audio frequency was remodeled in order to
give the proper connections for the
AC tubes. All Connections were made

in accordance with the instructions
furnished with the carton for the
tubes.
The five McCullough tubes
were placed in this set and allowed
to operate continuously.
Emission
tests were made in the customary

manner with 90 volt on grid plate
every twenty -four hours. An emission tester was constructed to meet
the requirements of the AC tubes.

After

each emission tent the tubes
were placed in a two-tube regenerative receiver, consisting of a regenerative detector and one stage of transformer coupled audio- frequency amplification. During the course of the
test two of the tubes were destroyed.
The remaining tubes were placed in
the radio- frequency stages and the
detector of the quadraformer set in
place of the ones that burnt out. At
this stage of the test there are three

RADIO IN THE HOME
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left; two being used as radio frequency amplifiers, and the other as
tubes

For purposes of comparison. two

ing.

a detector.

sets of emission curves are shown of

Results Obtained
These tubes have been numbered
from one to five for purpose of identification. In attempting to make an
emission test on Tubes No.
1

regular

2 it was found that a steady
reading could not be obtained.
No

However, the curves of the quarter
ampere tubes are much steadier. In
all emission curves there is a slight

0t
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THREE

YEARS ago a group of men organized the Radio Fiequcticy Laboiatuties,
inc., because they believed in the future of
the radio industry. One result has hero the
development of a broadcast receiving s)stcui
which is unique in its combination of power
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thoriated

tubes give much higher emission readings than the quarter ampere tubes.

special attention was paid to this as

(

ampere,

quarter

filament tubes. (Fig. 3.) These have
all been plotted to the same scale. A
glance will show that the McCullough

and

11

25

be a definite time value to each read-

Ft4.'I

that tubes

manufacture are not

Until such

aged before shipment.
tubes have been

i

in

use

short

for a

length of time a steady emission test
cannot be obtained.
In attempting to show one of the
stag that a steady reading could not
be obtained nt the end of five minute,

87

Titis new receiver

is believed to he a near approach to the ideal home radin equipment. It
employs a novel high frequency amplifier and
filter system which opens an entirely new range
of possibilities in radio reception.

rise and fall from day to day, but
none that have been tested at this

ill

135

hit's

r96k 1n

lll

The usual complication of tuning dials gives
place to a single illuminated selector. The uncertain hunt for stations and wave- lengths is
eliminated, since this selector carries a perma-

laboratory show such wide variations

those shown by the McCullough
tubes.
In the emission curves of the McCullough tubes it will be noted that
there is a large rise at ninety -two
in Tubes Nos. 3 and 4.
hours;
as

nent wave- length scale which
all operating conditions.
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was discovered that an entirely
reading was found for the
same tube after a length of one
different

(Fig. IA emission test.)
Thereafter emission tests were made
minute.

-the

tube
in the following manner
was lighted and readings taken every
fifteen seconds for five minutes. The
tube was turned off for one minute.
relighted and records taken as before
A curve is given
for five minutes.

here which has been called "emission
curve." (Fig. 2.) The values on this
curve are in every instance the value
at the

end of the

fifth

minute

of the second run (see Fig. IA.) This
in
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Boonton, New Jersey
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Station Selector operated by knob at right
of panel. Volume con-
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There has been a question mark placed
above this point on the curve.
The
reason for this is that the milliammeter climbed so high and so rapidly
that it was feared that the elements
of the tube were touching and there
was danger of burning out the mil liammeter. (See Fig 1, Tubes 3 and
4; ninety -two hours.)
Immediately,
thereafter, these tubes were placed
in a receiving set and functioned
perfectly.
So their test was con-

tinued.

the five original tubes but three
remain. Tube No. 5 broke, or exploded, in the hands of the observer
while he was attempting to remove

ADORA.TORIES
are pleased to a tinuunecthat.
the
services
and
facilities of our laboratories
are now available to the Radio
Public and that Mr. Henry
M. Neely has designated this
laboratory as the official ServI -;

of "Radio in the
Home." Working in close contact with the elaborate research
laboratory of "Radio in the
Home." we are in a position
to offer their readers first -hand
information and service on sets
circuits
that hase been built fr
ice Station

",

of

accurate under

S-5e

Sts

'WA

is

A group of well -known and substantial manufacturers twill make available to the radio public
the R F'I, receiver-certain models of which
will appear on the market during the present
year. Further announcements later.
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If you are
pobnshed by them
having trouble with your set, no
matter what circuit or make. ship
it to us. We are fully equipped to
test. repair or build s. -t.. Darts or
a.xessorics. and we carry a
pl.t. line of Radio fro ,,, the smallNall
est nut to the largest set.
ord. rs will r..'..1c pr..nl at tnlom.
12th Floor, Jefferson Bldg.
1015 Chastest
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will buy for you!
/Free 24 -Hour Shopping Specie.
for Readers of Radio is die Home
will buy any appuratu. mentioned in
I
this magactue and send it to you at It.
Regular Price plu. only Parcel Postage
and Insurance.

MAKE NO CHARGE
FOR THiS SERVICE
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QUADRAFORMER SET

(Fig. IA.)
The graph of tube No. 1. Fig. 1,
after ninety -two hours is a characteristic one for the ordinary run of
the emission testa.
On this graph

described in May and Jun.

Kit of Quadracoila ... $15.00
Complete Kit of Parts ..$60.00
McCullough A. C. Tube..

$6 each

.

both run one and run two are plotted.
I1y looking directly across the graph
the condition of the same tube at the
end of III
hours, and also at the
end of 300 hours may be seen. Directly beneath this a graph for Tube
No. 2 is shown at the end of ninety two hours and 11154 hours.
Tubes No. 3 and 4 have shown very
erratic behavior. This first started
at the end of 92 hours when the
emission test was discontinued for
fear of burning out the milliammeter.
At the end of 1115; hours a pronounced hump appeared in the curve
on the first run of both tubes. This
hump was present in Tube 3, and
until it burned out at 27G hours. The
hump was present in the curve of
Tube 4 until after 135 hours. After it
had disappeared the emission fell
until 252 hours was reached. During
run one nn this test the emission
suddenly jumped to 300.
As this
jump ocrured after four and one -half
minutes of the second run the value
does not appear on the emission
curves. Thereafter the emission of
this tube remains low and is shown
by the graph of run two of Tube 4
at the end of 300 hours.
The static curves for these tubes
are shown in Fig. R. Alongside of
them is shown the static curves for
the ordinary one -quarter ampere tube.
On account of the difference in shape
of the plate of the McCullough tubes,
and those of the quarter ampere
tubes; and also the difference in the
methods of obtaining electron emission no great significance is attached
to them. The curves are merely given
so that some idea may be obtained on

E. M. CLARKE
1523 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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Set which
startled
the World.
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their relative behavior.
The report of the other co- operating
laboratory is more technical than Mr.
Allen's statement, but it goes into a
different phase of the subject and is,

The GTeatest Value
Ever Offered in A
Radio Receiving Set

therefore, of value to readers who are
connected with the industry, or who
understand the characteristics of
tubes. here is the report as it. was

sent to me:
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No emission showed during the entire period of the second run on the

the tube would pass audio -frequency
without any amplification. It was no
good as a detector. Graphs are shown
for some of the emission tests made.

it. red.t r.

Don't fail to build the
as

of the customary emission test the
current was turned off. Fifteen seconds later a crackling noise was
heard and a Rash seen in the tube.

milliammeter of the emission teeter.
The filament, or "cathode heater." as
it should be called, still glowed, and

It at conducted in co operation
with Radio in the Hunt., and ia
for the convenience of

it from the socket just after the test
had started.
Tube No. 3 gave out
after 276 hours continual operation.
At the end of the first five minutes

_1ä4a IGIMLÑale/P1

"Since our letter of May 27 on the
subject of McCullough tubes, we have
obtained some additional data on
these tubes, and, thinking it may be of
interest to you, we are giving it to
you herewith.
"It might be well to state at this
time that these tests were run by a
reputable concern with a view to
developing a receiving set to use McCullough tubes.
Tests were made
on twenty -five tubes, which makes the
results a little more reliable than our
previous results, which were obtained
on only three tubes. At the present
time no life tests have been run on
these tubes. These people have confined themselves to determination of
the mutual conductance of the tubes
and to the uniformity as represented
by this sample lot of twenty-five
tubes.
"The mutual conductance was measured with 4.0 volts on the heater element, sixty -seven volts on the plate
and four and one -half volts negative
bias on the grid. Under these conditions the average figure was 54

per cent. This variation was not due
to one of two freakish tubes. No two
of the tubes had the same mutual
c nductance, but the results of this
test showed that, so far as these
twenty-five tubes are concerned. the
mutual conductance was distributed
fairly evenly throughout the range of
324 micromhos, plus or minus 27 per
cent. To obtain comparisons, mutual
conductance measurements were made
on fifteen UV201A tubes under the
same conditions as the McCullough
tubes. The comparison was not exactly fair, inasmuch as the McCullough
tubes were new and had never been
used, whereas all of the fifteen UV201A tubes had seen varying amounts
of service.
However, under these
Sarre conditions the average mutual
conductance of the UV201A tubes
was 870 micromhos with a variation
from this average of only 17 per cent.
"This more comprehensive teat confirms the conclusions which we drew
from the previous Lest of only three
tubes, that as far as the McCullough
tube in its present state is concerned
there is still considerable room for
improvement, either in their operating characteristics or in uniformity.
It is, perhaps, needless to state, that
with the showing made by these
twenty -five McCullough tubes, this
particular manufacturer has dropped
all plans for developing a receiving
set using these tubes."

Graham McNamee
(Continued From Page

7J

work and political work from WEAF.
I find these two most interesting and
enjoy all political work, even the
Democratic Convention!
Certainly,
the sport work is interesting! If you
are reporting instead of just announcing, you are trying to draw word pictures of what goes on before you
so that your listeners -in who are depending upon you may see just an
much as you are seeing.
One of the nicest things about radio
announcing is the close personal feeling which you have for the people to

whom you are talking, and the friendly
regard which so many show for the
announcer. I get thousands of letters
a year and presents -well, I will just
let Mrs. McNamee tell you all about
them -here she is now. She really
knows lots more about all this than I
do. Come in. dear. I will just tune
in and see what's on the air while you
du a

little broadcasting for

me to

me.

Allow

introduce my wife, Josephine

Garrett McNamee.
Then

my loud -speaker was silent

for the moment and it seared

as

though Mrs. McNamee were corning
up to the microphone.

this way:

She spoke in

Good morning! When Graham and
were married four years ago, I
certainly never expected that I would
became a "radio widow."
At that
time I had never been in a radio
studio. We were doing a great deal
of singing together and became so
closely identified that once somebody
referred to Graham as Garrett McNamee.
For instance, we did the
Harding Memorial Service together
in the Collegiate Church of St.
Nicholas, and had also sung in
Divine Paternity and other places.
I don't suppose you got a great
deal out of talking to Graham. You
just have to pump him and give him
leads. Dad and I are helping him
write his "radio reminiscences," for

home, and I really think he didn't get
one so that I would have to go around
to different places and hear his broad-

casting under all kinds of circumstances so that he might have a frank
report on how things went over. For
this reason I have heard his announcing in all sort of queer places.
For instance, during the World
Series i came down the drive on a
Sunday afternoon when all the radio
shops were closed. and found the
street packed. In a third- story apartment window a man had placed his
loud -speaker and the mob outside was
listening to Graham's voice announcing the game. I stood in the crowd
and I can tell you it gave me a real
thrill to hear these strangers say to
each other, "Ile surely is doing a
good

that as we read it over with
and talk over past events, it
serves to refresh his memory and in
this way we have accomplished 37,000 words, but there is a tremendous
amount of work to be done before we
can give it to the publisher.
When Graham first started his
radio work we didn't have a radio at
him

job!"

Graham has never talked on any
important subject that i haven't
listened in. i went out to the Republican Convention with 'him, and
the first thing I do when I coerce into
the house is to tune in to see whether
he is on the air. Of couse this gives
me an excellent check on him because
if he doesn't come home within a tier
tain amount of time after he has
signed off, he has to have a pretty

rood alibi!

Did he tell you that during the
Democratic Convention, the Boston

Post and the Evening Telegraph of

New York published his report of the
convention under the title of "The
Convention sia Radio "? Sometimes
I forget that he is home.
For instance, the other day when I was
home, I forgot that he was in the
house and when I heard his voice 1
thought I had turned on the radio and
that i was listening to him broadcast,
su I didn't answer him when he spoke
;Al

ne.

When Graham started out to do so
much radin work I decided that the
only thing to do was to keep myself
busy also and he just as tired as he
was, so I take as many singing engagements as is possible for me to
handle and still be free whenever
Graham is free. We have our mornings together and midnight suppers
are usual events here.
Has Graham told you that he received 25,000 letters last year? Itere
are some of the gifts he has received.
Do look at this Meerschaum pipe
from the radio fans from Vineyard
Haven, Mass.! This billfoldcr was
made of pigskin by a man who listened to the entire Democratic Convention. It is almost impossible to tell
you the varieties of things which he
receives.
Why, one day there Came
an enormous box of apples from
Northern New York and tangerines
from Florida! One man wanted to
send us a box of farm vegetables.
First he wanted to know how many
there were in the family, but since
there were only the two of us we lost
out on the vegetables.

I

we find

192:1

Editorially Speaking
(Continued From Page 3)
by Solari and with music by Parson,
which will introduce artists and
comedians of national reputation. An

outstanding

featuie of the review
be an operatic cantata by the
American composer, Charles Wakefield Cadman, which will be conducted
by Cadman himself, and will be one
of the really notable dramatic events
of the year in St. Louis.
KSD will broadcast from the
Garden Theatre each Tuesday night
beginning at 8 o'clock and will send
out the entire performance each
time, music and dialogue. A special
broadcasting "hut" has been erected
off stage at. the theatre for the apparatus and announcer, and in cases
where the action is not accompanied

will

by words a running description will
he given by the announcer at the
same time the music is being broad
cast, so that listeners can easily
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visualize the performance.
Flint
Garrison, editor of "The Drygoodsman" one of the "Economist' group
of American trade papers, is president of the Carden Theatre Association, and is personally directing the
seasons productions.
The record of .he past ..hree years
of this station is well wrrihy of preservation in the scrafbooks of radio
enthusiasts. It is also a very convincing argument in answer to those
friends of yours who refuse to invest
in a radio set because they do not
think that a set will give them anything which they want in their homes.
Shlw them this record, point out to
them how each ytar has added the
big things of importance in our national and community life, and ask
them if they can really consider themselves up -to -date citizens while they
are neglecting the opportunity of
ha. ing such entertainment and education as this in their own homes at a
n. minal cost. Here is the log of Station KSD, the broadcasting station
n' tke St. Louis Post Dispatch, for
the three years from June 26, 1922, to
.Tune ''.e+, 1925:

Programs Broadcast by Station KSD
June 26, 1922, to June 26, 1925
1434
Number 'f origrams
First Year
337
Studio
Outside .,f Studio
107
Second Year
Studio
129
Outside of Studio
276
Out of Town
4
Third Year
*Studio
305
Outside
Studio
258
Out of Town
18
'This includes Commercial Broad -

f

rasting:
Laiede Gas Light Co.....89
Lane- Bryant
6

8

C:onunene

3

Artists Taking Part in KSD
Programs
Number- of Individuals taking part

in KSD Programs June 26, 1922, to
June 26, 1925
1383
Pianists
379
Vocalists
310
Cellists
fi
Readers
Speakers

Vinlinists
Children

41

422
101
71

Miscellaneous

54

Numler of Banda
Number of Choirs and Choral
Clubs
..

30
.

Number of Orchestras
Number of Quartets (instrumental
and vocal)

NOTE:
15

25
115

39
60
23

Number of Trios

3

The above artists represent
persons from:

Different Countries of the World.
States of the United States.
Cities of the United States.

All five races.

Outside Broadcasting
First Year
June 26, 1922, to June 26, 1923
Number of Events broadcast out107
side. of KSD studio
Municipal Opera
26
Symphony Orchestra
15
(Odeon)
25
Stotler Hotel Orchestra

Missouri Theatre
Grand Central Theatre

12

Miscellaneous

I8

a

11

107

NOTE: The outstanding outside
broadcasting event of the first year

was broadcasting the address of the
Tate President Harding at the Coliseum in St. Louis. June 21, 1923.
This was the first time a voice of a
President of the United States was

27

thus making KSD

pioneer in this field.
Outside Broadcasting
Second Year
June 26, 1923. to June 26, 1921
Number of events broadcast outside

if KSI) studio

276

Municipal Opera
Misuuri Theatre
Grand Central
Symphony Orchestra
(Odeon)
Stotler Hotel Orchestra

11

56
52
15

(Dinner and Dance

Orchestras)
78
Miscellaneous
42
Empress Theatre
7
Famous -Barr Radio Show 8
Hotel Jefferson Dance
7
Orchestra
Delmonte Theatre
2
Lyric Skydome
1
.

276

Broadcasting from Out of Town
President Coolidge's address to Congress, Washington, I). C.

President Coolidge's address to Associated Presa, New York, N. Y.
Republican
National
Convention.
Cleveland, O. (Three days.)
Democratic National Convention, New
York. N. Y. (Three days.)
Outside Broadcasting
Third Year
June 26, 1924, to June 26, 1925
Number of events broadcast out aide of 1( 31) studio
258
Symphony Orchestra
(Odeon)
16

({rand Central Theatre-45
32
Missouri Theatre
West End Lyric Theatre 10

Lyric Skydomo
Loew's State Theatre,

Hotel Jefferson Dance
Orchestra
Missouri Athletic

Assn Orrhealrs

.

Gardner Motor Co.
Nations! Rank of

sent out by radio,

That Very
Natural Tone
of the Bristol Loud-Speaker is not due
to chance, but to a long -time experience
in the manufacture of finely adjusted
scientific instruments.
For over 36 years the Bristol Company has been manufacturing Bristol's
Recording Instruments-which measure and record the minute changes in
heat, cold, humidity, electrical current and numerous

other properties.
That this experience and factory fitness is reflected
in the sweet tutte of the Bristol Loud- Speaker is a very
natural thing.

BRISTOL
AUDIOPHONE

LOUD SPEAKER
For ;25 and $30 you can get a Bristol Speaker; and
there are others as low as $12.50. Ask your dealer to vend
one out. Write us for Folder No. 3022 -Q, telling why the
Bristol is such a delight to the ear.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY

la

`Z;hc'Iirretol Company

3

ol,.ei

9

BRISTOL

31

Hotel Statler Dinner
36
Orchestra
Miscellaneous
26
Famous -Barr Radio Show 8
Scruggs Radio Show
7
6
.iefferson Barracks Band
City Club Dance
Orchestra
14
Political Speeches broadcast
'rom Coliseum
4

Ask Aft

WATERBURY, CONN.
'Waterbury, Connecticut
..*..rr.

S

-

rs

lAlisume
MGCOMDIM(ì

IMlTROMeMT!

A Perfect Combination
258

Political Speeches Broadcast from

St. Louis
La Follette's Speech, Coliseum, St.
Louis.
Davis' Speech, Coliseum, St. Louis.
Wheeler's Speech, Coliseum, St. Louis.
Dawes' Speech, Coliseum, St. Louis.
Verne Reynolds' Speech, KSD Studio,

(Socialist -Labor V. -P. Candidate,)
Maris' Speech. KSI) Studio.
(Prohibition Presidential Candidate.)
Out -of -Town Broadcasting
Third Year
Democratic
National
Convention
(eleven days), New York. N. Y.
Davis' Speech of Acceptance, Clerksburg, W. Va.
Speech
of Acceptance,
Coolidge's
Washington, D. C.
Dawes' Speech of Acceptance, Evansten, ill.
Davis' i,ahor i)ay Speech, Clarksburg,

It has been conclusively proven with the DAVEN SUPER
AMPLIFIER that Resistance Coupled Amplification is
the best known method to procure quality and volume
without distortion, and now, to add to the efficiency of
the SUPER AMPLIFIER, the Daven engineers have
created a new product
the Daven High Mu Vacuum
Tubes. This combination will bring perfection of amplification to you.

-

Super
Amplifier
$15.00

High MU Tubes
MU -20 $4.00
MU-6 $5.00

3 -Stage
Amplifier Kit,
$9.00

Dauert Products Are Sold Only by Good Dealers
R..d the

RESISTOR

MANUAI.
Pr,c. 15c

horn year

D..l.r. Price
]s p..tp,d.

W. \'a.

La Follette's Labor Day Speech,
Washington, D. C.
National Defense Test. Washington,
D. C.

(Non -Political.)
Davis' Speech, Topeka, Kan.
Davis' Speech, Bunceton, Mo.
Coolidge's Speech. Philadelphia, Pa.
Hoover's Speech, Washington, D. C.
(Non-Political.)
Hoover's Speech, Washington, D. C.
(Non -Political.)
Coolidge's Speech, Washington, D. C.
Hughes' Speech, St. Paul. Minn.
Reed's Speech, Kansas City, Mo.
Hughes' Speech, New York, N. Y.
Davis' Speech, New York, N, Y.
Coolidge's Speech, Washington, D. C.

"The Aristocrat
of Amplifiers"
t7.5.;

N..- y/ M,.w

-`DAVEN' RADIO CORPO'IflV11ION
,... ..o.
i.i./w . xv ia/i./.... .ro. r+r ...

.t

NEWARK

.N.I.

),
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eners all talk glibly about our sets
Making a
and say we use WD11. ITV201A or.
to Measure Quality 1IV19) tubes. In doing so we are
using the terms which are really
(Continued From ?'ag ta)
col yright trade -mark designations of
rattle, which will give an infinite the product of the Radio Corporation.
number of miles per gallon, which But by common usage they have atwill take us anywhere in any weather tained almost general significance,
without puncture nr breakdown, re- for it is not uncommon to drop the
11V
from the term "1JV201A" in
gardless of whether we grease, clean
or service the machine or not. With order to describe any tube of similar
style.
of
view
on
his
first
the countryman
The American Engineering Standthe giraffe, we can safely say,
ards Committee has already taken
"There ain't no such animal."
of this matter and has apThere are. ho sever, all degrees of account
pointed a sectional committee to deal
poor, fair and good performance
with radio standards. One of the subfrom impossibly bad sets up to thou
of which a radio enginthat approach so dangerously near committees,
the staff of the Bureau of
perfecti n that one hardly believes eer on
is
chairman, has as its
Standards
even the truthful tales he hears of
particular task the question of tube
them. To make these better sets, a
committee is going
This
standards.
great deal of work has been done on
of defining different
standards both by careful laboratory to tackle the job some general system
tubes
in
sorts
of
investigators and by practical radio
so that regardless of make or brand
engineers. It is one of the jobs of
all of like physical and electrical
the Bureau of Standards to see to it
characteristics can be given a like
engineer
the
and
that the physicist
designation.
in doing such research and develop
There in one very interesting
necessary
fundamental
ment hits the
scheme that has been proposed by a
information of all sorts needed. Just certain individual for this description
involved
tasks
the
special
a few of
of tubes. The listener can well take
in this work need to be considered to a minute to consider that scheme hemake clear how important to the lis- cause it makes clear just what must
tener is the work of this Federal to described by one who goes shopThis
ping for tube replacements.
bureau.
numbering of any
It was the invention of the elec- scheme proposes ashow
the
following
of
tube
to
type
modmade
tron tube which has really
(our important characteristics:
ern radin possible. It is the work
going on now on such tubes that is 1. The degree of exhaustion, whether
going to make the highly improved
containing a high vacuum (V) or
practical eerradin of the future
a so-called gaseous tube (G).
lainty. In no other phase of radio 2. The terminal filament voltage,
are the matters of standards of conthat is. necessary voltage from the
struction and standards of per"A" battery.
formance so conspicuous and so
A)
3. The type of haw, whether
essential.
"standard" like tubes 1IV201A, or
Take simply the question of size
with four short knobs like
tB)
will
at
one
and
tubes
of
form
and
UV199, or (C) with four long
once see the absolute necessity for
prongs like WD11 tubes.
standardization. When one goes to
filament current, that is, the
The
4.
either
tube,
new
to
buy
a
the store
number of hundredths of amperes
because the old one appears to he
which pass through the tithe filaexhausted or because it has burned
ment when a normal voltage is
out through careless connection of
applied.
"B" batteries to "A" battery binding
posts, it is not enough to tell the
If such a system of labels were
adopted by any committee you and
clerk that one wants a radin tube.
a
There have been three widely used
1 could go to the store and demand
forms of tube bases and severs) va- tube of type V5A25 if we wanted a
tube form for each base
t cations in
vacuum tube for a S -volt "A" batstyle. Even if the base fits, the bulb
tery using the so-called standard
may be so large that it will not go base and taking about 25- hundredths
into the receptacle space or so small of an ampere. In other words, we
to
hold
very
inconvenient
that it is
should use that term "V5A25" when
the bulb while putting it in place.
we wanted a 11V20IA tube or its
The electrical characteristics of the equivalent of some other make. Such
a scheme of numbering. or any one
tube. of which the average listener
of a dozen others that may he quite
knows even less than regarding style
as satisfactory, will make it unnecesof base, are still more important. In
a
particular
remember
sary to
replacement it is necessary to get a
tube which uses the proper voltage maker's number. We need remember
only the general characteristics of
in the filament circuit, that takes the
proper number of amperes, and that our radio set, and we can then
probably find several makes to fit.
has "performance constants" which
are correct for the particular set in
But the question of tube standards
is not fully and simply solved by
which the tube is to be used.
At the present time there is no getting suitable series of names and
numbers for each style. It is also
way for the average listener to know
abut such matters or to describe the absolutely necessary for many types
tube which he wants except by asking of radio sets that all the tubes used
for another one which has the same at one time he very nearly identical
in their electrical performance.
label as the old exhausted or burned For example, with certain S -tube
out tube. That scheme works fairly
neutrodynes it is very difficult to rewell, but even it is rather unsatisfacplace one or more of the tubes withtory in some particulars, notably
out replacing all of them, unless the
when the dealer suggests another
new tubes hase exactly the same
brand of tube which he says is
equivalent to the old form and "just electrical characteristics as all of the
old tubes which are not replaced.
as good" or "better." This difficulty
This emphasizes the importance of
has led to a very general feeling that
having standards which will enable
the time is at hand when some steps
us to duplicate or replace only part
must be taken for a uniform designalion of tubes so that a particular nt the tubes at a time. If this is riot
possible, we are in the unfortunate
name will mean a particular type,
without use of any single manufac- position of the owner of a flivver
brand
or
labels.
after a bad smash -up. when he found
turer's copyrighted

"Yardstick"

ONE BAD VOICE
IN THE CHORUS

Does As Much Harm
As One Bad Tube
In Your Jet !
many other trouble..

Find the

Trouble- Making
Tube by Testing the
Quick, Easy Sterling Way
No trouble to find your trouble with th
St.
Tub. Te.t.r
Mr than
tube

teller. too. helping you locate
Start with the tube.
Make sure they'r right-and
you'll find your
before?

Ash

et

or I

behaves a whole lot bettor than ev
ng Brn.hn on Tubs Tooling

THE STERLING MANUFACTURING CO.
Cleveland

Dept. K

Ohio

cterii

HOME TUBE TESTER

Price
?qi

$8.50

AMPLIFIER AND DETECTO

e GOOD receiving set deserves
1 "qulity tube," and an indifferent
one is marvelously improved by using
a"

high quality tubes such as Sea Gulls.
Greater tone differentiation. Improved clarity. wonderful brilliancy,
and increased volume are features
that give Sea Gull tubes their repu-

tation for superiority.
Overloading under usual operating
conditions is impossible. Se Gull
tubes are the result of expert care
and skill in manufacture. and are inspected and tested for actual per

formante many times before leaving
the factory.
special high capacity
tube for -B battery elimi

We make

rectifier

nator.." Write for information.
Send
Sea

a. your

Cull Tube.,

eejü
J O(
.D

order today

or

per tube
p. e.

o.

d.

ABERDEEN SPECIALTY CO., Inc.
Mot Order Dept.

1520 Chestnut Sr.

Pbrladelpbu

o

11

W.0=` o

'

As the matter now stands we

list-

it most economical

to jack up

the
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steering wheel and put A new car
under it.
As time goes on and superheterodyne'', neutrodynes and other forms
of refined receiving equipment are
built, the matter of tube selection
will become constantly more important.
Dealers in high -class equipment
recognize this fact and are providing
for careful counter tests for all
tubes which are sold, to make certain
that at a proper grid and plate voltage the plate current is exactly what
it should be for the tube and the
set desired.
This question of improved service
from the radio dealer is going to be
one of the big problema of the industry in which the public is very
directly concerned. Early in the radin

art, advertisements made much of
the fact that the dealer would come
nut and install the set and guarantee
it to work. Moreover, many dealers
offered, for a given period of time,
free service for sets that they had
installed. That practice was quite
necessary in the early days, not only
to get people started in the use of
expensive equipment, because few of
us will huy a $200 device before we
are guaranteed that it will work; but
also because the earl- sets were very
likely to be frequently in need of
Now the business seems to
sea vice.
be passing through the stage which
our lawyer friends describe in their
suave way as "caveat emptor," or, in
plain English, "let the buyer beware."
in fact, sometimes the purchaser

thinks that even stronger language
than "beware" is intended.
The time is going to come, and
very soon, too, in the opinion of
Government officials, when service on
radi° equipment will be lust as common and regular a detail of the

business as service on automobiles or
service on any other mechanical de
vice. No one of us will buy an automobile it we do not feel sure that we
can get expert assistance at a suitbly equipped station from mechanics
and inspectors who know the car and
its accessories in every detail. No
more can the average householder
afford to huy a $200 or =300 radio
set unless he feels certain that somewhere about his town he can get aid
when things go wrong. He can get
it on vacuum cleaners and phonographs which cost a quarter or half
as much. Naturally he wants the
same for radio.
It is. however, quite proper to
assume that all tubes should be built
to a common standard as to their
means of attachment to a set. Every
one gladly accepts the standardization
of connecting wires which has already
been adopted by the radio manufac-

lurers sir that "H" batteries always
are attached by a cord of a given
colDr, head

phones

by

distinctively

designated cords, and AO on. Certainly there is no harm in having the 15cell and 30 -cell

universally

"B" batteries almost

adopted

for the plate

circuit so that 22 volts or some
multiple of that voltage can be our
universal unit in "B" batteries. Such
standards tend to simplify and to
eliminate unnecessary types, spare
parts and strange repair problems,

all of which would cost excessively
in servicing a set.
The listener finds other great ad'antages, too, in the maintenance of
standards for such equipment. The

manufacturer can make a million
units all Alike much cheaper than a
thousand each of a thousand varieties
of any apparatus or device. The price
to the user is, therefore, correspond
ingly less and the stock in the

dealer's shop is up -to-date and fresh.
All of this means that there is a
minimum of difficulty when we listeners go for replacements or repairs.
The question of standards for radio
batteries brings out still another
great advantage to the public from
this type of scientific work. This is
the advantage of improved quality
.vhich comes from the regular testing
and inspection of radio accessories.
In the radio field the outstanding
professional organization is the Institute of Radin Engineers. No other

"pp
e

YlU can't get gond summer reception
teaeh weak tubes. All radio tubes weaken
use -especially I
summer when
burned at higher voltage.
age.
Kcrp oars,
radrotubcs efficient this summer withthc
Jefferson uhr Rejuvenator. Just attach
to a convenient electric light socket
in your own home --"bring hack" each
tube in 10 minutes!
Repeat once a month-- nun: how it
improve. rrtcption; nub 111.1 and
ea, 1u.s tube life. Quickly pays for itself
through saving tubes and batteries. A
home rejuvenator for tubes a as esscntial to satisfactory radio reception ... a
charger for voragr bananas ('uugdricly
rcatorrs paralynJ or exhausted tubes.
Takr.largeor small tub.s 20I- A,101.A,
UV -199, C -299. Fully guaranteed. At
leading stores selling radio. If your
dealer can't supply you. send 57.50 to
JEFFERSON ELECTRIC MFG.
I

Rev.

A. L.

Webb.

River,"

presented by the Martin
Music Company.
Radio dealers in the city and in
nearby communities reported a phenomenal increase in sales; in fact,
many persons purchased sets for the
first time, purposely to listen to the
Shrine Radio Marathon of KHJ. As
the Town Crier of KNX said. when
he visited the Times station. "The
time is coming when there will be
continuous broadcast, day and night.
and KHJ has shown where there is
not only a demand for it but that the
industry, as a whole, will be furthered and improved, both in transmitters and in receivers."
So the conclave ended, the last
twitter of the canary birds and

"Uncle John's" announcement: "Kay
Aitch -Jay, the Times, Lobs Ahnghaylais, California."
Then the clear notes of a trumpet
blowing "Taps."
Another milestone in the onward
march of radio.
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There's
a
Reason!

CARTER
"IMP" Lock Switch
Pt.

1-30.13

After the wed-

ding, the bride and groom and even
the minister were initiated into the
mysteries of the "Lost Angels." and
then came a wedding breakfast., presented and served through the courtesy of John Tait's restaurant; chicken and salads and pickles and all the
fixings. The couple received many
wedding gifts from different firms
interested in radio.
The last evening of the broadcast
WAS given over to an all -colored program, "An Evening on the Suwanee

F7 f-

HOME
Use

sot se. &men Sc., Owasso, III.
d Jefferson Sad.,
Amon,'
w Transformers. INkrw.n
Cori. for Aun,m.,Mk, 4arv.noo anal
Mena En ,nor; Jefferson Oil Horner It.
moon Cods and T,.n.1..11,r,.

III

real wedding with an ordained
of the gospel officiating,

minister

radio

NEW!

keeps tubes like

The Shriners'
Radio Marathon

A

your

JEFFERSON
TUBE REJUVENATOR

importance of standards, quite as
much as its confidence in the individual, when it selected for its Presi
dent, Dr. J. Howard Dellinger, the
!cad of the Radio Standards Labors tny of the National Bureau of
Standards. Knowing that the profession and the industry have this tint
appreciation of the importance of
standards, the listener can look forward with confidence to further
improvements in the art and the
science. Stimulated by real knowledge of fundamentals, that advance
is sure to be no less spectacular in
the next decade than the advance of
radio during the last ten years.

(Contlaaed Flora Pate

up"

for good summer reception

agency is more influential in the
development of scientific and technical aspects of this marvelous business.
It i, safe to say, therefore, that the
institute of Radio Engineers was
expressing its judgment a.. to the

the Arian Trio, the Titian Trio, Chico
Ile Verde and his Russian String
Quartette, the Colombian Trio, the
KHJ Trio and many- others.
There was no padding; at all times
the high standarn of broadcast from
KHJ was held up. At times, in(ni nighty reigned, but it was always
good, dean entertainment, and it
reached a high spot, when nn Saturday night at il.30 the "Lost Angels
of KHJ," an aggregation of all the
popular KHJ artists and their friends.
assembled and held a radio wedding.

29

75c
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voice and music; piano music
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clear as a bell, the soprano
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Observe the rigid construction of this unit, the exactness
of every detail, the size of the
magnets. The unit is the reason.

all times.
The Carter "IMP" hock Switch
operates exactly as the ignition

For attractive proposition ask
your jobber's salesman or write
direct Lo us.

switch of your automobile.
Each switch equipped with
keys. Truly the finest, best
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for radio

(tan dlnu. -,t From P.g. 211
constant over the entire tuning range one stage of tuned radio- frequency
of the receiver, provided the trans- amplification, detector and two stages
formers are correctly designed. There of audio. This makes one of the
nicest receivers I have ever operated.
are very few other systems which
pursers this important advantage. In The amplification is extremely good
most cases, when no adjustment of and the operation is just about as
the oscillation control is possible, the simple as it could be. I am going to
amplification is good at low wave devote next month's article to a
lengths, but poor at high wave complete description of a receiver
lengths. If the oscillation control is which I have just designed using this
adjustable it is necessary to vary this circuit, so I shall ask you to wait
control with each change of fro- until then for the complete data.
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Theoretically, it should nut.
necessary to vary the counteracting capacity of the Counterflex cir}M

DURHAM

eutt at all, hut, in practice, I find there
is usually one frequency which pro luces the greatest amplification. When
the Counterdon is adjusted to prePlunges
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quency.
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plunger B
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B:e

titi

vent self-oscillation at this frequency
the amplification of other frequencies
is a trifle lower. If desired. greater
amplification of these other frequencies can be secured by slightly reduc-

The receive, I shall describe has
only one tuning dial. The r. f. trans
formers are unusually efficient and
of somewhat different design to the
ordinary type. I shall describe these
transformers and give all other details of this receiver next month.
Fig 19 shows how to use two stages
of radio -frequency amplification, each
tube being balanced to prevent oscillaVery high amplification per
tion.
stage is afforded by this circuit. en-
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The Counterflex-Minus the Flex !
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cents for helpful booklet, "Building Your Own Set." American
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11 Mercer St., New York City.
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accurate adjustment.
Its capacity
can be quite large and the balancing
value .is not critical. As I pointed
out last month, while there is one
value which accurately balances the
bridge, this value must be very considerably increased or decreased to
produce continuous oscillation.
Fig. 18 shows the connections of a
four-tube receiver of this type with

aprcad apart
`

IA/a

abling the construction of an unusually sensitive receiver. In a future
issue I shall give complete details of
this hook -up.

I expect a number of readers will
want to know if these straight radiofrequency amplifying circuits are
better than the Counterflex circuits
using the reflex principle. Is the four
tube circuit of Fig. 18 any better
than the standard 4 -tube Counterflex
-

circuit?

Well, it depends. The new transformers which
have designed increase the amplification, but the sanie
1

%r &is i Soldering
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transformers can probably

be used in
the three -tube Counterflex circuit, although I have not yet adapted them
to that circuit. As it matter of fact,
the four -tube straight r. f. amplifying circuit is probably only slightly
more sensitive than the standard

three -tube Counterflex.
However, it
has other advantages which will appeal to those who live near highpower broadcasting stations. It is
more selective and it dues nut howl
when a very strong local signal is
tuned in.
The reflex tube of the
Counterfiex circuit has a tendency to
produce howling when strung local
signals are tuned in. This effe -'t is
only noticeable when the receiver is
located near a high -power transmitting stations but there are so many
stations now using 2000 watts or
more that it has h+ -come much more
of a problem than formerly. It is difficult to prevent reflex tube from being
overloaded and causing howling if the
receiver is located near one of these
super -power stations. The use of a
(' battery
helps but does not always
prevent overloading and howling.
Similarly, it is difficult to obtain
good selectivity if a reflex receiver
is located near high -power stations.
Strong signals are rectified by the reflex tube and amplified by the second
audio tube. The tuning of the inter stage r. f. transformer does not affect
these signals. Consequently, it is dif

ficult to keep them out.
In some future issue I shall continue this series of articles on Counterflex circuits for experimenters.
There are many variations of the underlying principle of these circu :ta
which make interesting material for
the experimenter to work on. I shall

have to postpone discussion of these
hooksups, however, until after I haie
described receivers using some of tó.r

circiits already published.
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